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5INTRODUCTION TO THE THIRTY SEVEN PLAYS, STAGED.
The question of the division of the plays of Wllllaa
Shakespeare into acts and scenes has arisen out of the study
of the old Elizabethan stage. Modern producers of plays by
Shakespeare are confronted with the many act divisions and
sub-divisions, so that if a play is presented entirely, the
actual time necessitated by the constant change of scenery
is between four and five hours. Comparing the thirty seven
plays of Shakespeare as to the number of scenes, one is surprised
to find th??t there are thirty two plays having over fifteen
scenes; twenty five with from fifteen to twenty five scenes,
six with from twenty five to thirty scenes, and the notable
case of "Antony and Cleopatra" with thirty nine scenes. "Love's
Laboxir Lost" has the distinction of being divided into nine
scenes, and there are only five plays with from nine to
fifteen scenes. Imagine the tine necessitated in staging
even nine changes in scenery, to say nothing of that required
in presenting one with thirty nine scenes! Moreover a careful
examination of the quartos and the folio of 1623 has brought
to light certain interesting facts about the act and scene
divisions. However it must not be forgotten that the quartos
and the folios differ, and that the folio of 1623 has experienced
the touch of editor's hands, and various authors. ^ There are
seventeen plays in the folio of 1623 with the act divisions
marked; fourteen plays with act and scene divisions marked,
LOUNSBUPY, THOMAS R. "The text of Shakespeare." New
York. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1906. Chapter III,

6and six, one of which is "Antony and Cleopatra", with no act and
scene divisions*
Another consideration that must be taken into account is
Shakespeare's audience. If one has ever tried to stand during a
Symphony concert, one may come nearer to appreciate the physical
feeling of standing during one of Shakespeare's plays. A person
who stands through a Symphony concert generally is a great lover
of music; but a person who stood in the pit of the old Elizabethan
theatres was there to be entertained, and not made impatient by
the constant shifting of scenery, would the jostling groundlings
have remained through the presentation of "Romeo and Jiiliet" or
"Julius Caesar", "King Lear" or "Macbeth "-all with more than
twenty scene changes? Is it possible then, to cancel this delay,
to disregard the act and scene divisions, thus eliminating some
two hours in time, and holding the attention and good will of a
varied audience? The task of this thesis is to prove, that by
the use of the Shakespearian stage, the thirty-seven plays may
be presented without act and scene divisions.
It is a fact that a play of Shakespeare, for example, "As
You Like It", can be read through, before an audience, in a
hall of moderate size, without act and scene divisions in
approximately three hours.# This is a sensible length of time,
and one in which we can imagine the audience of Shakespeare
standing, witnessing the continuous progression of scene to scene
throughout the whole play. It therefore remains for me to stage
the thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare without a break, and the
thesis is proved.
/ROBERT H. BURNHAM Professor of Dramatic Training-Emerson
College, Boston, Massachusetts.
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7Let us review from Professor victor Albright's book on
"The ShftXespesrlan Stage", the physical structiire of the stag©
Itself. The lower stage was divided Into t^o parts: the outer
stage of considerable size, entered upon by two doors, usually
Known as pro'scenlum doors, and the Inner stage, closed from the
outer stage by movable curtains. The upper stage was composed of
a gallery over the inner stage with two entrances to the gallery.
Over both pro<?cenlura doors appear windows. Above the gallery
room Is what Is called the "hut", which pro;)ects out over the
outer stage. The curtained inner stage contained properties, and
had curtains enclosing a space of sufficient size to conceal a
person as large as ?al staff or a trunk, or such hidden properties
as the three caskets. Moreover, there were curtains to conceal or
discover persons in bed; bed curtains, so called. The outer stage
was used without properties and for conversational scenes, and
the proscenium doors as entrances and exits for the outer stage,
being open or closed as the scene demanded. The gallery served
where a parley took place between those on the outer stage and
those on the walls of the city. The balcony windows above the
proscenium doors were used as bedroom windows. The outer stage,
the inner stage and gallery contained traps, and the hut, machinery
to allow for ascencions and descencions over the outer stage and
the gallery.
Let us proceed to the principles governing the use of this
physical stage, as -applied to any of the Shakespeare plays. The
outer stage has no properties, or set pieces of any kind. It may
be used for a scene in the hall of a castle, a room in the palace,
or a battle field, a street, outside a city wall, or a located
house, if these scenes do not require properties. The headings of

8the scenes In a play are often misleading,-a room In the palace-
whereaa In reality and with a knowledge of the outer stage, this
scene Is played without properties. Many scenes will be found
where there are no properties mentioned, or any clue to be found
In the text as to where the scene may be placed. Such are considered
conversational scenes, or explanatory scenes, and are to be acted
only on the outer stage. Therefore the general riile Is that the
outer stage Is used for all scenes where no properties are required,
disregarding the scene headings, and following the text closely.
The proscenium doors are used by the actors to enter and leave
the stage. They are usually open during a street scene, or a
battle scene. One may be closed and represent a house, or both
may be closed during a conversational scene headed "a room In the
palace", or^a hall In the palace". The proscenium doors may also
be used as entrances to a olty, and as the text directs may be
closed or open. Between the outer and Inner stage are movable
curtains. These are closed during an outer scene, and are open
during an Inner-outer scene. They can be opened while a scene Is
going on, on the outer stage, for the purpose of disclosing
someone on the Inner stage, or they may be closed while a scene
Is In progress during an Inner-outer scene, the actors may come
forward and continue their conversation on the outer stage, thus
giving time for scene changes on the Inner stage when there Is
a succession of scenes requiring different properties. The Inner
stage has located properties, as for example room or hall scenes,
with such furniture as table, chairs, stools, throne, a bed-
#THORNDIKE, ASHLHY H. "Shakespeare's Theatre." New York.
Mac Mllian Company, 1916, p. 107.

9If a bedroom scene- n baiv If a courtroom scene; acenes of nature,
Tfltn trees, rocks, bushes, benches, grass; and temple or church
scenes with altars or tombs. Where there is In the text the
least hint of a property as for example, "Sit, down", a chair
is inferred, and a propertied scene demands the Inner stage setting.
When the curtain is open, the action of the play covers the Inner
stage and the outer stage the actors coming forward Infull view
and hearing of the audience. By means of this curtain, scenes
may alternate from a battlefield to a room In a palace, or from
a street scene to a bedroom scene without the loss of a minute,
and without the delay of scene shifting in our modern theatres.
The balcony or gallery is comparable to the walls of a city or
the walls of a castle, and here are enacted all parleys between
those on the outer stage and those within a city or castle. The
balcony room may be used as a prison room; and the balcony windows
for the second story windows of a house. The hut has machinery
for allowing ghosts, or gods to ascend or descend to the upper
or lower stage, and the outer, inner and balcony stages have traps
from which people may arise or descend, or properties may be
concealed.
With these simple principles in mind, it Is an easy matter
to follow word for word the thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare,
and present each scene as on the outer stage, inner-outer stage,
or balcony. Each scene is divided into three parts: a, b, and c.
After (a) is found the headings of acts and scenes of any modern
edition of Shakespeare. Under (b) will be found all references to
the physical part of the stage; whether the curtains are closed
or open, proscenium doors open or closed, balcony windows or
hut or floor traps used. Also (b) notes whether the text gives

any tangible references to^ properties, and If not, whether from
the converaation. Inference places a scene on the Inner-outer
stage, (c) qoutes any references from the text found to aid In
locating a scene or group of scenes. The actual presentation of
thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare with all stage directions follow.
The careful examination needed to thus stage thes plays has led
me to say that without doubt they were acted without any break
whatsoever. Following the rules of the alternation of scenes,
and the use of the various parts of the Elizabethan stage, the
thirty-seven plays of Shakespeare can be acted without regard
for act and scene divisions.
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ALL»S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Rouaillon. A room In the Countess's Palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs,
table.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Paris. A room in the King's Palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
scene I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner- Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. Rousillon. A room in the Countess's Palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
scene I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Paris. A room in the Rin^ palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I.
c. Text: (devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage.
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Scene II.
a. Rouslllon. A room In the Ccuntess^s palace.
b. No propertleg mentioned; needed: same ao in
act I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. Paris. A room in the King's palace.
b. No properties mentioned: needed: same as in
act I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner—Outer Stage.
Scene IV.
a. The same. Another room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage*
Scene V.
a. Another room in the same.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: sajne as in
act I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Florence. A room in the Duke*s palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I.
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c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. Rouslllon. A room in the Countesses palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Florence. Before the Duke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed, Ciortalns
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Bousillon. A room in the Countess's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. without the walls of Florence.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. Camp before Florence.
I(
»
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c» Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI I.
a. Florence. A room in the Widow's house.
b. No properties mentioned^needed: chairs,
possibly a table. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Without the Florentine camp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "First Lor^^. He can come no other way,
but by this hedge corner. When you sally
upon him, speak, what terrible language you
will." » A short alarum within."
Action on Outer btage .
Scene II.
a. Florence. A room In the Widow's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs,
possibly a table. Curtains open: proscenium
doors closed.
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c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The Florentine camp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Giirtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,.
a. Florence. A room in the Widow's house.
b. No properties mentione<i; needed chairs.
Same as scene II. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Rousillon. A room in the Countess's palace,
h. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
scene IV.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Marseiles. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed. Proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
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Scene II.
a. Rousillon. The Inner court of the Countess's
palace.
"b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: conversational scene.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A room In the Countess's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chair for
King; stools. Curtains opened.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: Twenty- three scenes.
This play, in the folio of 1623, was divided
into acts.
It
19
ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,
lot I.
Scenes I, II, III.
a. Alexandria, A room In Cleopatra';? palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. Borne. An apartment in Caesar's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting,
of scene I. Curtains open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Messina. A room in Pompey's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Rome. A room in the house of Lepidua.
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b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The sejne. A room in Caesar's house.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inne3>-0uter Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. Same as act I, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. Near iilseniam.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open and used for
entrances of Pompey and Caesar.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VII.
a. On board Pompey »s galley, lying near Misenum.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs; banquet prepared.
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Curtains open: progcisnlum dooro closed,
c. Text: "Sit- and some wine."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A plain In Syria,
b. No properties mentioned: ,none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text:'»On, there; pass along."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Rome. An ante-cliamber in Caesar's house.
Id. No properties nentionef^:; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. Same as act I, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Athens. A room in Antony's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene V,
a. The same. Another room in the same.
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b. Same as acenelV, Proscenium doors used for entrance
of Enobarbus an'^. Eros.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage.
Scene VI.
a. Rome. A room in Caesar* s house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Ciirtalns open: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Quter Stage .
Scene VI i.
a. Antony's caiiip near the promontory of Actium.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniiam doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI II.
a. A plain near Actium.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IX.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: "let me sit down."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene X.
a. Caesar* s camp in Egypt,
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
cloaed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene XI.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Caesar's cemp at Alexandria.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene 11.
a. Alexandria. A room in the palace.
b. Same as act I, scene I.
c Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. Before the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors for guards.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene IV.
a. The same. A room In the palace.
iI
t
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b. Same as scene II.
o. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Antony's camp near Alexandria.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium door as entrance to Antony's camp.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. Caesar' 8 camp before Alexandria.
b. Same as scene V, other proscenium door used.
c. Text: no references.
Action on ^ter stage .
Scene VII.
a. Field of battle between camps.
b. No properties mentioned; stage between two
proscenium doors used for battle field.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VIII,
a. Under the walls of Alexandria.
b. No properties mentioned. Curtains closed;
proscenium doors closed. Balcony for walls.
c. Text:»Tre have beat hin to his camp". . "Tomorrow,
Before the sxm shall see us, we'll spill the blood
That ha3 todqy e3caped.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
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Scene IX,
a. Caesar' 3 oarap.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors used for guards.
c. Text: "If we be not rellev'd within this hour,
We must return to th' court of guard,"
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene X,
a. Between the two canqps,
b. Same as scene VII,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene XI,
a, Alexandria, A room in the palace.
b. Same as scene II.
o. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene XII.
a. The same. Another room.
b. Same as scene XI,
c. Text: "Unarm, Eros: the long days tasK is done.
And we must sleep,
•
Ar.f l n-n jQa Inner-Outer stage .
Scene XIII.
a. The same. A monxament,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: "Look out o» th' other side your monument,"
"We must draw thee up,"
1 I
Action on Outer ^t8ge»
and Balcony .
V.
Scene I.
a. Caesar's camp before Alexandria.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Alexandria. A room in the monument.
b. Properties mentioned: a bed. Curtains of balcony
room open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Guard ascends the monument by a ladder,
and entering a window, (above proscenium door)
comes behind Cleopatra."
"Cleopatra falls on bed, and dies."
Action on ^ter Stage .
and Balcony .
Note: thirty-eight scenes.
This play is not divide into acts and scenes
in the folio of 1623.
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AS YOU LIKE IT.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. An orchard near Oiiver^s hou^e.
>>. No properties mentioned; needed, garden setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no ref^erences.
Action on Inner'- Outer Stage
.
Scene II.
a. A la\Tn before the DuKe'3 paJLace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for Duke's palace.
c. Text: no references.
Acti on on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. The Forest of Arden.
b. Properties mentioned: woods- a trood setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Are not these woods more free from peril
than the envious court?"
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene II.
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a. A room in the palace,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
cl03e4; proscenium doors closed,
0. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene III.
a. Before Oliver's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
Oliver's house,
o. Text: "0 unhappy youth,
Come not within these doors; within this roof
The enemy of all your graces lives:
Your brother.
"But come thy ways, we'll go along together."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. The Forest of Arden,
b. Properties mentioned: forest,-forest setting
used. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Well, this is the Forest of Arden."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. An open place in the forest ne^r a large tree.
h. Properties: same as scene IV.
c. Text: Song-BUnder the greenwood trees,"
_Action on Inner-Outer Stage ,
Scene VI.
a. Another part of the forest.
II
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h. Same a3 3cen© III.
c. Text! "If thlg uncouth forest yield anything
savage.
*
Action on Inner-Outer stage.
Scene VII.
a. The game as scene V,
b. Same as scene III.
o. Text: "A table set out."
"Sit down and feed, and welcome to our table."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A room In the forest.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: "These trees shall be m books."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Scene III,
a. The same.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text! "...for here we have no temple but the wood."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. The same. Before a cottage.
I(
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action ^n Outer Stage ,
Scene V.
a. Another part of the forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV,
Scene I,
a. The forest,
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II,
a. Another part of the forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Another part of the forest,
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: "Where, in the purlieus of this forest,
stands a sheep-cote?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I,
a. The ITorest of Arden,
(
2>1
b. Same as act II, scene 1-
c. Text: "But, Audrey, there I3 a youth here in the
forest lays claim to you.
«
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Another part cf the forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Another part of the forest.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: "And to the sXirts of this wild wood became."
"first, in the forest, let us do these ends."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-t'vo scenes.

THE COMTCDY" OF ERRORS.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. A hall in the Dulce'a palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doorn closed.
c. Text; no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text; no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Court in the house of Antipholus.
b. Same as act I, scene II.
c. Text; no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A public place.
b. Same as scene I. Proscenlian door used for
house entrance.
c. Text ; "Dromio, keep the gate."
"Master, shall X be porter at the gate?"
Action on Outer Stage.
Act III.
Scene I.
I.11 e
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a. Before the house of Antlpholua.
b. Same as aetll, scenel. One proscenium door
used for entrance to house of Antipholus.
c. Text: "My door is lock'd, Oobid thera let us In."
"Either get therefrom the door, or sit down
at the hatch,
"
Action on Outer stage *
Scene II.
a. court in the house of Antipholus.
t». Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
G. Text: "Tell her, I am arrested in the street...
On, officer, to prison."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. A court in the house of Antipholus.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III,
a. A public place.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
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Action on Outer Stage .
Bcene IV.
a. The game.
b. Same as 3cene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. The same* Before an abbey.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. One
proscenium door for abbey entrance; curtains
closed.
c. .Text: "This is some priory:~ln, or ^-re are spoll'd."
"I never came within these abbey walls."
"Ck).. knock at the abbey gate."
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: eleven scenes.
This play is divided into acts, but not into
scenes, in the folio of 1625.
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GOBI OL ANUS,
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Rome. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Before we proceed any farther l^ear me spealc.
"
"Where go you with hats and clubs?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Corioll. The senate-house.
b. Same as scene I, Proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene XII.
a. Borne. An apartment in Marcius* house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; prosceniiaa doors closed.
c. Text: "I pray you, daughter, sing, or express
yourself in a more comfortable sort."
"Madame, the Lady Valeria's come to visit you."
"Come, lay aside your stichery.
"
Action on Inner-O^^er Stage .
Scene XV,
a. Before Corioll.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
used for gates to city; Balcony for walls;
proscenium doors for entrances for Marcius.
c. Text: "Summon the town."
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"...is he within your walla?"
"See, they have shut him ln»- Marclus had entered gates.
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene V,
a. Within Corloll. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. Near the camp of Coralnius.
b. Same as scene V.
c. Text: "March on, my fellows."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI i,
a. The gates of Corloll.
b. Same as scene v,
c. Text-^Hence, And shut your gates upon."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene VIII.
a. A field of battle between the Poman and Valclan camps.
b. Same as scene V, proscenium doors used for entrances.
c. Text: "I'll fight with none but thee."
_Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IX.
a. The Poraan camp.
b. Same as scene V,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
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Scene X.
a. The oamp of the VoiceSt
b. Same as scene V,
o. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Rome. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Welcome to Rome, renowned Corlolanus.
"
"On, to the Capitol."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. The Capitol.
b. Properties mentioned; chairs, senate room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Come, come; they are almost here. How many
stand for consulships?"
"Sit, Corioianus."
"Pray now, sit down."
Ac tl on on Inner-Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. The same. The Forum.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open. .
c. Text: "You know the caur.e, sir, of my standing here."
Action on Outer Stage
.
Act III.
i
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Scene I.
a. Rome. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Stop, Or all will fall in broil"
"Sieze him Aediles.
.
Down wl th him! doim wi th him! «
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room in Ooriolanus' house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. The Porum.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doorc open.
c. Text:»Gto, see him out at gates... Let a guard
Attend us through the city."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Rome. Before a gate of the city.
b. No properties? mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium for gate.
c. Text: ActIII,3ceneI. "Let us see him out at gates."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A street near the gate.
r
b. Same as rscene I.
c. Text: "Bid them all home: he's gone, and we'll
no farther.
"
Action on Outer stage.
Scene III.
a. A highway between Rome and Antium.
b. Same as scene II: both proscenium doors used as
opposie entrances for Roman and a Valsce.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Antium. Before Anfidius's house.
b. Same as scene II. One proscenium door for
entrance to Anfidius's house.
c. Text: "A goocUy city is thiji Antlun.
"
"Which is his house, beseech you?
This here before you.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. A hall in Anfidius's house.
b. Properties: feast prepared; room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "A goodly house.
The feast smells well."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VI,
a. Rome. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
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c. Text: "Let's to the Capitol.'*
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VII.
a« A camp. At a small distance from Rome.
b. Same as scene VI.
c. Text: no references.
Action on i)uter Stage.
Note: twenty-nine scenes.
Play is divided into acts, but not into
scenes, in the folio of 1623.
I(
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CYMBELINE.
Act I.
Scene I-II.
a. Britain, The garden of Cymbellne^s palace.
b. Propertlea mentioned: a garden, Oiartains open;
proscenium doors closed,
c. Text:"!, 11 fetch a turn about the garden." scene II.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene III,
a. A public place near Cymbeline*s palace.
b« No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: "Come, I'll to ray chamber."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Imogen's apartment in the palace.
b. Same as scene III. Proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene V.
a. Rome. An apartment in Philario's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI,
a, Britain. A room in Cymbeline's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; ne^^ded: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: "Bear to ray closet: violets, cowslips etc."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VII,
a. Another room in the same.
b. Same as scene VI,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Britain. Court before Cymbeline's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium door for entrance to palace.
0. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. Imogen's bed-chamber; in one part of it a trunk.
b. Properties mentioned: bed; trunk hidden "behind
traverse with lachirao. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "No bed" "Th» adornment of her bed: the
arras- fl glares. "
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. An ante-chamber adjoining Imogen's apartment.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. One proscenium
door used as entrance to Imogen's chamber.
c. Text: "Who's there that Knocks?"
"Ay, to keep her chamber."
Action on Outer Stage *
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Scene IV-V.
a. Rome. An apartment in Philario'a house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
o. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Britain. A room of state in Cymbeline'a palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting with
throne. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another room in the same.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. ^ales. A mountainous country, with a cave.
b. Properties: rocks, pinching gate, cave, mountains
Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Stoop boys: this gate
Instructs you how t' adore the heavens."
"In this OUT pinching cave."
"This rock and these deraesnen have been my world."
"But up to the mountains.
"
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
II
I
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Scene IV.
a. Near Mil ford-Haven,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage,
Scene V.
a. A room In Oyrabellne's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtalns
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Oo in, and cheer the king."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene VI,
a. Before the cave of Belarlus.
b. Properties: cave. Same as scene III.
0. Text: "I'll enterSr-use of curtains for entrance to
cave. "There 13 cold meat 1' th* cave."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VII.
a. Rome. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenltun doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer btage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. TTales. The forest near the cave of Belarlus,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium door? open.
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c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Before the cave of Belarlus.
b. Properties mentioned: cave and bushes. Curtains
open: proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: .remain here In the cave."
"By yond' bush?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. A room In Cymbellne's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Britain. Near the Roman cwnp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors used for entrances from
opposing camps.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A field between the British and Roman camps
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "Stand, ntand! we have the advantage of the
ground. The lane Is giiarded.
»
_Actlon on Outer Stage .
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Scene III-
a. Another part of the field,
b* Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on ^uter Stage .
Scene IV.
a. A British prison.
b. Properties needed: room setting. Ciirtalns open;
proscenium doors closed. Jupiter descends from
Inner balcony room over bed of king, asleep.
c. Text: "Most ^^elcorae, bondage, for thou art away
I think to liberty."
"Sleep, thou hast been a grandslre."
_Aotlon on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene V.
a* Cymbeline's tent.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on _Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-seven scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes
In the folio of 1625.
f
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TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. An open place In Verona.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed, 0\irtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. The garden of Julia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A room in Antonio's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Milan. A room in the jUuke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Verona. A room in Julia's hcuoe.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Uilan. A room in the Duke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer ^J5.ge
•
Scene V.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. The same. An apartment in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Cxirtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
iI
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Scene VI I,
a. Verona. A room in Jiilla*3 house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Milan, An ante-chamber in the Duke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. An apartment in the Duke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A forest near Milan.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; doors open.
c. Text: «Theae are the villains that all travelers
do fear so much.
"Whither travel you?"
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene 11^ Scene III, Scene IV.
a. Milan. The court of the palace.
II
I
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors: one open, one closed,
c. Text: "Now, must we to her window." Silvia
appears at window In balcony.
Action on Outer stage .
and Bal cony .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. The same. An abbey.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for postern.
c. Text: "Go on, out at the postern by the abbey-wall."
..."the forest Is not three leagues off."
Action on jOuter Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room In the Duke's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniiim doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. The forest.
b. Properties mentioned: thlcXet. Curtains open;
proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "The thicket is beset."
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. Another part of the forest.
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b. Properties mentioned: woods. Same as scene III.
c. Text: "These shadowy desert unftequented \70ods.
"
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Note: twenty scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes in the
folio of 1623.
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HAMLST.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Rlainore. A platfom before the castle.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs. Curtains closed;
stool for guard on outer stage by one
proscenium door.
c. Textr^Who^g there?
..Nay, answer me : stand, and unfold yourself."
"Sit down awhile."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room of state.
b. No properties mentioned; needed room of state.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Polonlus* house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prc^cenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Most humbly do I take ray leave, my lord.
The time invites you: go; your servants tend."
Action o^n Outer stage .
Scene IV, v.
a. The platform.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "The air bites shrewdly; it is very cold."
"...it then draws near the season.
Ii
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Wherein the spirit?? held hl3 wont to walk."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A room In Polonius' house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed, Ciirtalna
ci03ed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Auction on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text:»Th' ambassadors from Norway, my good lord.
Are joyfully returned.
»
Acti on on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A room In Polonius* house.
b. Same as act II, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In the castle.
b. No properties mentioned during first half of scene;
last half, a play Is acted before King and Queen,
on the Inner stage, with a garden set. Curtains
open, and closed after King's exit to disclose
actors In play.
1t
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c. Text: "HOW now, ray lord!
\mi the King hear this piece of work?"
"Bid the players make ha^te."
"He poisons him i* the garden for his estate."
Action on Outer stage *
and Inner-Outer Stage *
Act IV.
Scene III.
a. A room in the same.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs. Arras used to hide
Poionius. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Come, come, and sit you down." Act III,
scene IV. Poionius (behind) niat, ho! help!
Hamle t( drawing ) How now! A rat? Dead, for a ducat,
dead.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. A plain in Denmark.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Good sir, whose powers are these?"
"They are of Nonvay."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V-vii.
a. Elsinore. A room in the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Alack! What noise is this? Attend!
"Where are my switzers? Let them guard the door."
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Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. A church-yard.
b. No properties enmtioned; none needed. Trap In
outer stage floor used "by grave digger. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Is she to be burled in Christian burial,
that wliifxaiy seeKs her ovm salvation?"
"Has this fellow no feeling of his business,
that he sings at grave-making?"
"Lay her In the earth.
"
Action jon Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A hall In the castle.
b. Same as act III, scene III.
c. Text:"(}ive us the foils; come on."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: twenty scenes.
In the quartos, the acts and scenes are not
marked: In the folio marked only through act II,
scene III. The scene-^ are not in the sane order
In all quartos.
•i
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JULIUS OAESAH,
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Pome* A street*
b. No properties mentioned; none neeled. Curtains
cloged; prcscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Hence! home, you idle creatures, get
you home.
"
Scene II.
a* A public place.
b. Same ag scene I.
c. Text:»TTlll you go see the order of the course?
Not I."
'•Tno is it in the press that calls on me?"
Scene III*
a. The same . A street.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: "Are you not moved when all the sway of
earth shakes like the thing unfirm?"
Scene I.
a. T^ome. Brutus* orchard.
b. No properties mentioned; none ns^led, Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for entrance to
Brutus' house, the other for the gate.
c. Text: "I cannot, by the progress of the stars.
Action on Outer Stage.
Action on Outer Stage.
Act II
1
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Olve guess how near to d?y.
Lucius, awake, I 3ay!
"
•Oo to the gate,"
"Here lies the east: doth not the day break here?"
Action on Outer Stage *
Scene II.
a. Caesar's house*
b. Same as scene I, One proscenium door used for
Caesar's house,
c. Text: "Nor heaven nor earth have been at peace
tonoght,
"
"Oood friends, go in."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III,
a. A street near the Capitol.
b. Same as set I, scene I.
c. Text: "Here will I stand till Caesar pass along."
Action on Outei. Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Another part of the same street, before the
house of Brutus.
b. Same as scene III.
c. TeTt:»I go to take ray stand.
To see him pass on to the Capitol."
Action on ^uter Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Pome. Before the Capitol; the senate sitting
above.
{I
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b. Properties mentioned: table and chairs for
senate. Curtains opened at approach of Caesar to
take his seat. Proscenium doors oi-en.
c. Text: "What, urge you your petitions in the street.
Come to the Capitol,"
"Are "fre all ready. What is no'*' amiss
That Caesar and his senate must redress?"
Action cm Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The Forum,
b. Properties: a chair thrust forward for Brutus to
stand on. Curtains <^losed: proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Then follo\r me and give me audience, friends,
Cassius, go you into the other streets.
And part the numbers."
"Let hira go up into the public chair;
We* 11 hear him.
"
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III,
a. A street,
b. Same as act I, scene I.
c. Text: "I have ni will to wander forth of doors."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A house In Bome.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: a room setting
with writing materials. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
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o. Text: "These many, then, shall die; their names
are pricked.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Camp near Sardls. Before Brutus' tent.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors used for entrBjnces of
Brutus and Titlnlus.
c. Text: "Stand, ho?"
"Give the word, ho! and stand."
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. Brutus* tent.
b. Properties? mentioned: tent, chairs, taper. Curtains
open ; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Give me a bcvl of wine
Come in, Titlnlus."
•Now sit we close about this taper here.*
"TThere is thy instrument? Here in the tent."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I-V.
a. The plains of Philippl.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
cloqed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "that I may rest assured
Whether yond troop are friends or enemy.
"
Constant fighting.
Action on Outer Stage .
II
Note: seventeen scenes.
This play Is divided into acts, but not Into scenes
In the first folio of 1625.
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KING HENKY' IV.
PABT I.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. London. A room In the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniiam doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. Another room in the palace.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a* The same. Another room in the palace.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Acti on on Outer stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Bochester. An Inn yard.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to Inn.
c. Text: ••Heigh ho! An't he not four by the day,
1*11 be hang'd: Charles 'wain is over the new
chimney, and yet our horse is not paoX»d.»
Action on Outer Sta.?;e .
i
I
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Scene II.
a. The roa<i by Oada-hiH.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtaina
Closed; prosceniiira doora open*
c. Text: "Come, shelter, shelter: I have removed
Pal staff 3 horse, and he frets like a gumm'd
velvet,
»
"Lie down, lay thine ear close to the ground,
and list if thou canst hear the tread of travellers."
"...the boy shall lead our horses down the hill
we'll walk afoot a while, and ease our legs."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. WarKwork. A room in the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no reference.^.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Eastcheap. A room in the Boar's Head Tavern.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, arras used to
hide Fal staff. Curtains open; proscenium doors
Closed.
c. Text: "Ned, pr'ythee, come out of that fat room,
and lend me thy hand to laugh a little."
"Look to the guests within."
Oive me a cup of seek."
"This chair shall be ray state."
"Oo, hide thee behind the arras."
t I
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Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Bangor. A room in the Archdeacon's house,
"b. Properties mentioned: chair. Same properties
used in act II, scene IV. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Lord Mortimer, and cousin Olendower, will
you sit down? And, Unnle Worceoter.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "The Prince of vales and I
Must have some private conference: But be near
at hand, ^tyvjt,*^-*^^
For we shall pr eaenj^ly have n'=^ed of you.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Eastcheap. A room in the Boar's IIe?^d Tavern.
b. Same as act II, scene IV.
c. Text: "Do you think I keep thieves in ray house?"
"You owe money here besides, Sir John, for
your diet."
"Hostess, irry breakfast...
I could wish this tavern were my drum."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV.
I
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Scene I.
a. The Rebel camp near Shrevrsbury,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtaina
Closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A public road near Coventry.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "Bardolph, get thee before to Coventry:
fill rae a bottle of sack. Our soldiers shall
march through; we*ll to Sutton-oop-hill tonight."
Action on ^uter Stage ,
Scene III.
a. The Bebel camp near Shrewsbury.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: •We'll fight with him tonight."
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene IV,
a. York. A room in the Archbishop's house.
b. No properties mentioned; neededrroora setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "I must go write again
To other friends; and so farewell."
AO tion on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V,
Scene I.
a. The King's camp near Shrewsbury.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
• J
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Closed: proscenium doors open,
c. Text: "HOW bloodily the sun begins to peer
Above yond' bosky Mil! the day locks pale
At his dl 3temperature.
"
Action on Outer _^;tage.
Scene II-V.
a. The rebel camp,
b. Same as act IV, scene I.
c. Text: "Arm, gentlemen, to arms!*
"What is thy name, that In the battle thus
Thou crossest me?" Scene III.
Action on Outer stage .
Note: nine scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes in
the folio of 1623.
Ii
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KING HENRY" IV.
PART II.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Warkworlc. Before Northumberland's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
Northumberland's castle.
c. Text:"\flio keepi the gate here?
Lo! -Where Is the earl?"
"Please it your honour, knock but at the gate.
And he himself will ans'rer.
"
"Oo in with me.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. London. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciortains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Walt close; I will not see him.
What's he that goes there?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. York. A room in the Archbishop's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: a room getting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Thus have you heard our cause, and
known our means.
"Shall we go draw our numbers, and set on?"
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
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Act II.
Scene I, II.
a London. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenlun doon open.
c. Text: "Yonder, he comes."
"Come, go along with me.
•
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Warkworth. Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
castle.
c. Text: "Come, come, go in with me."
Action on ^uter Stage .
Scene IV.
a. London. A room in the Boards Head Tavern.
Sastcheap.
b. No properties mentioned; needed a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors clo'3ed.
c. Text:"Trhat the devil hast thou brought there?
Apple-johns?"
"Shut the door, I pray you."
"Oet you down stairs."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
<I
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closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Please it your grace to go to bed...
And these unseasoned hours, perforce, must add
Unto your sickness."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a* Court before Justice Shallow's house in
Olostershire.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium floors open.
c. Text: "Come, let*s to dinner; come, let's to
dinner.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A forest in Yorkshire.
b. Properties mentioned: forest setting. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "What is this forest called?
'Tig Oaultree forest, an't please your grace."
"West of this forest, scarcely off a mile etc."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the forest.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Another part of the forest.
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b» Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Westminister. A room in the palace.
b. Mo properties mentioned during first half of
scene, until King commands that he be taXen to
some other chamber; then curtains are open, and
inner st<?.ge reveals bed, chamber setting.
Proscenium doors closed.
c. Text:«I pray you, take me up, and bear me hence
Into some other chamber: softly, 'pra3'".
Set me the cro\Tn upon my pillow, here. "
"No, I will sit and watch here, by the king."
Acti on on Outer Stage .
and Inner-Outer stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Olostershire. A hall in Shallow's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "(within ) Sir John!
"I come, master Shallow; I corae, master Shallow."
Action _on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Westminister. A room in the palace,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
o. Text: no references.
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Action on Outer Stage *
Scene III.
a. (Jlostershlre, The garden of Shallow's house.
b. Properties mentioned: trees, seats. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
o. Text: "Nay, you shall see mine orchard; where
in an arbour, we will eat a last years pippin,
with a dish of carraways.
"
"Sweet sir, sit."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Scene IV.
a. London. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doers open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. A public place near Westminister Abbey.
b# Same as scene IV.
c. Text: "It will be two o'clock ere they come
f^om the coronation.
"
"Stand here by me."
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: nineteen scenes.
Play is divided into acts in the first folio
of 1622, but not in the quartos.
II
I
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KINO HENRY V.
Act !•
Scene I*
a. London, An ante-chamber In the King's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Then we go in to Know his embassy."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room of state in the same.
b. No properties mentioned; needed, chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. London. Before the Boar's Head Tavern. Eastcheap.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer .Stage.
Scene II.
a. Southampton. A council-chamber.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. London. The Boar's Head Tavern in Eastcheap.
• 1
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV,
a. Prance. A room in the French King^s palace,
h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Prance. Before Harfleur.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Once more unto the breach, dear friends,
once more.
Or close the wall up with our English dead!
"
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The ssine. Another part of field.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer ^tag^.
Scene III.
a. The same. Before the gates of Harfleur.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
iI
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c. Text: "Enter our gates."...
"Open your gates... Oo you and enter Harfleur."
Action on Outer .stage.
Scene IV.
a. Rouen. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. Another room in the same.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene VI.
a. The English camp at Picardy.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene Vii.
a. The French camp near Agincourt.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer ^tag[^e.
Act IV.
Scene I.
{
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a. The English camp at Aglncourt.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: *}fy lord, your nobles, Jealous of your
absence,
SeeK through your camp to find you.
Good old Knight,
Collect them all together at my tent:
1*11 be before thee."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The French camp,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The English camp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV,
a. The field of battle.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Another part of the field of battle.
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b» No properties mentioned. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage,
Scene VI.
a. Another part of the field.
No properties mentioned. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VIII.
a. Before King Henry's pavilion.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. France. An English court of guard.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scene III, act IV.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. Troyes in Champagne. An apartment in the French
King's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; chairs used. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
C. Text:... "As a branch and member of this royalty.
By vhom this great assembly is contrived.
We do salute you.
"
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Action on Inner-Outer Sta^e*
Note: twenty-three scenes.
This play in the folio of 1623 is divided
into acts, but not into scenes.
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KINO HENKY VI.
PART I.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Westminister Abbey.
b. Properties mentioned and needed: hearse. Curtains
open; proscenixim doors closed.
c. Text: "Exeter Henry is dead, and never shall revive.
Upon a wooden coffin we attend."
"Bedford, what say'st thou man, before Henry's
corse?"
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Prance. Before Orleans.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenixam doors open.
c. Text: "Charles. At pleasure here we lie near Orleans."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. London. Tower Hill. Enter, at the gates, the
DuKe of Oloster etc.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for gstes.
c. Text: "Oloster. I am come to survey the Tower
this day;... Open the gates."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Trance. Before Orleans.
b. No properties mentioned; none ne-^ded. Use of
it I
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balcony room, dratrlng of curtains, disclosing
characters.
c. Text: "Master-Gunner. Sirrah, thou know'st how
Orleans is besleg' d. •». . . . Go "In yonder tower,
to overpeer the city. "... "Accursed tower."
Action on Outer Low Stage
and Balcony with Balcony
curtains drawn , and Inner
balcony room used .
Scene V.
a» The same. Before one of the gates.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for gates.
c. Text: "Advance our waving colours on the walls!
Rescu'd is Orleans from the English."
* Action on Balcony.
Act II.
Scene I.
a. The same.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ladders
brought in.
c. Text: "Sirs, take your places near to the walls."
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene II.
a. Orleans. Within the Town.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Bring forth the body of old Salisbury;
And here advance it in the market-place."
II
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Action on Outer Stage*
Scene III.
a. Auvergne. Court of the Castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed.
Proscenium doors closed; curtains closed.
c. Text: No references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene I¥.
a. London. The Temple Garden.
b. Properties mentioned: garden with rase bushes.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "The garden here la more convenient."
"Prom off this brier plucX a ^Thlte rose with me."
"Pluck a red rose from off this thorn with me."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. The same. A room In the Tower.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: Mortimer brought In a chair by two keepers.
"Kind keepers of my weak decaying age.
Let dying Mortimer here rest himself."
Action on Outer Stage.
Act III.
Scene I.
a. The same. The Parliament house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniiim doors dosed.
c. Text: No references.
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Action on Outer Stage *
Scene II,
a. France, Before Rouen,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
clooed; proacenlum doors closed, then open.
Balcony used for walls. Bedford brought In sick
through one proscenium door.
c. Text: "These are the gates of the city, the
gates of Bouen.
"
"By thrusting out a torch from yonder tower,"
"Bedford, We win bestow you in some better
place, fitter for sickness and for crazy age."
Action on Outer stage ,
and Balcony ,
Scene III.
a. The same. The Plains near City,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. Paris. A room in the palace,
b. No properties mentioned; properties Inferred:
throne for King. Cia'tains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer ^t^ge.
i
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Act IV.
Scene I.
a. The same. A room of state.
b. No properties mentioned; inferred: throne-
same as Act III, Scene IV.
c. Text: "Lord Bishop, set the crcm upon his head."
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. France. Before Bourdeaux.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Proscenium
doors closed for gates; curtains closed.
c. Text: "do to the gates of Bordeaux, trumpeter;
Sunnon their general unto the wall."
Acti on on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene III.
a. Plains in Gascony.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Acti on on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. The English camp neer Bourdeaux.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene vi.
a. A field of battle.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
cl03ed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene VII,
a. Another part of the same,
b. No propertiea mentioned; none needed. Same
as scene VI.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V,
Scene I,
a* London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Prance. Plains of Anjou,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. Before Angiers.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "And, madame, at your father's walls
We'll crave a parley, to confer with him."
4i
Action on Outer .Stage
.
and Balcony .
Scene IV.
a. Camp of the Duke of York, In Anjou.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains closed;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-six scenes.
In the folio of 162Z, this play is carelessly
divided into acts and scenes.
i
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KING HSNEY VI.
PART II.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. London. A room of gtate In the palace.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text directs: "King Henry. Come, let us in; and
with all speed provide
To see her coronation performed."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room in the Duke of Gl03ter*s house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doers closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
drawn; proscenium doors cloned,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The Duke of Gloster's garden.
b. Mention of properties; needed; chair on balcony.
Trap on outer stage for ghost.
c. Text: "Madam, sit you, and fear not." Duchess
enters on balcony and sits. Ghost ariseth from
I
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outer stage floor.
Action on Outer Stage *
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Saint Albans.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed; doors open.
c. Text: "Sicrpcox borne between two persons In a chair."
"Now fetch me a stool hither by and by."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II-
a. London. The Duke of York's garden.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Give ne leave in this close walk, to
satisfy myself.
"
Action on _Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A hall of justice.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: tables and
chairs. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Receive the sentence of the law."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Uneath may she endure the flinty streets.
To tread them with her tender-feeling feet."
i
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Action on Outer Stage *
Act III.
Scene I
a. The abbey at Bury.
b. No properties mentioned; needed chairs, table.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: Act II, Scene IV.— "Herald. I summon
your grace to his Majesty's parliament, holden
at Biiry the first of this next month. This
scene. Act III, scene I is the parliament scene
of above.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Bury. A room In the palace.
b. Properties mentioned: bed in bedchamber, behind
traverse on inner stage. Action of first half of
scene on the outer stage. Warwick lises curtains
as doors to bedroom. Salisbury goes to one
proscenium door where Commons are supposed to be
held. Curtains are thrown open to discover
Oloster dead in bed. Pinal action entirely on
inner-outer stage. Traverse drawn during scene
between Queen Margaret and Suffolk.
c. Text: "King Henry. Enter his chamber, view his
breathless corpse.
And comment then upon his sudden death.
Warwick. That shall I do, ray liege
Come hither, gracious Sovereign, view this body."
I
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Action on Outer Stage
,
later in scene : Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. London. Cardinal Beaufort's bed-chainber.
b. Propertiea mentioned: bed with dying cardinal.
Traverse to hide bed. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: "King Henry. Ah what a sign it is of
evil life.
Where death's approach is seen so terrible!...
Forbear to ;)udge, for we are ginners all.
Close up his eyeo, and draw the curtains close.
And let us all to meditation."
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a* Kent. The sea-shore near Dover.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "The gaudy, blabbing, and remorseful day
Is crept into the bosom of the sea,...
Here shall they make ransom on the sand,
»
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. Blackheath.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
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Scene III.
a. Another part of Blackheath.
b« No properties mentioned. Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. London. Boom in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Cxirtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. The tower.
h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "The Lord Mayor craves aid of your Honour
ftom the tower, to defend the city from the rebels."
"The rebels have assay' d to win the tower."
Action on Balcony .
Scene vi,
a. The same. Cannon street.
b. Property: London stone. Curtains closed;
proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "And here, sitting upon London-stone.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI I,
a. The same. Smithfleld.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed; Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
i
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c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage.
Scene viil.
a. Southward.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IX.
a. Kllllngw^orth Castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains closed;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Let's in and learn to govern better.'*
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene J.,
a. Kent. Iden's garden.
b. Properties mentioned: a garden, green grass.
Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Wherefore, on a bricl^ wall have I climb 'd
into this garden, to see if I can eat grass."
"...That Alexander Iden, an esquire of Kent,
Took odds to combat a poor famish' d man."
"...Wither, garden."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. The same. Fields beti-reen Dartford and Blackheath.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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Closed; pro3cenl\am doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Saint Albans.
b. NO properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "For, underneath an alehouse* paltry sign.
The castle in St. Albans, Somerset hath made
the wizard famous in his death."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Fields nenr Saint Albans.
b. No properties m entioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-four scenes.
This play in the folio of 1623 ^as divided
into acts and scenes.
It
i
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KINO HENHY" VI.
PART III.
Act I.
3cene I.
a London. The Parliament House.
b. Propertlef? mentioned: throne for king. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "I»ll plant Plantagenet". .
.
lords, look where the sturdy rebel sits.
Even in the chair of state!
»
"And shall I stand, and thou sit in ray throne?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room in Sandal Castle, near Wakefield.
h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: ..."Intend here to besiege you in your
castle.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Plains near Sandal Castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: "The army of the Queen hstn got the field."

9a
Action on Outer Stage *
Act II.
Scene I,
a. A plain near Mortimer's Cro33 in Herefordshire,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Before York.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Welcome, my lord, to this brave town
of York.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A field of battle near Towton.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. Another part of the field.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Another part of field.
b. Same as scene II.
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c. Text: no references.
Action on ^uter Stage *
Scene VI.
a* The same.
b. Same as scenell.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A chase in the North of England.
b. Properties: thick grown brake. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Under this thick grown brake we* 11
shroud oiirselves.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. Prance. A room in the palace,
b. Properties mentioned: throne of state. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Sit down with us: it ill befits thy state
And birth, that thou should' st stand while
Louis' doth sit."
Action on Inner-Outer _Stag^,
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Act IV.
scene I.
a. London. A room In the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no referenceg.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. A plain in war^rickshire.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scenel.
c. Text: no references.
Action _on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Edward's camp near Warwick.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
used as tent entrances; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "...That with the king here resteth in his
tent.
"
"This is his tent; and see, where stand his
guard.
«
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.

Scene V.
a. A park near Mlddiehajn Castle in Yorkshire.
b. Properties mentioned: thicket of the park. Forest
setting. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Leave off to wonder why I drew you hither,
Into this chiefest thicket of the park." _
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI,
a. A room in the tower.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI i,
a. Before York,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for gates to town.
c. Text: "By fair or foul means we must enter in.
For hither will our friends repair to us.
My liege, I'll knock once more to summon them."
"My lords, we were forewarned of your coming.
And shut the gates for safety of ourselves."
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony
.
Scene Viii.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doers closed,
c. Text: "Here, at the palace will I rest awhile."
Action on Inner-Outer stage
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Act V.
Scene I.
a. Coventry.
.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium door used for g?3te to city, closed,
c. Textr^Ck), trumpet, to the walls, and sound a parle,"
The gates are open, let us enter, too."
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scenes II-VI,
a. A field of battle ne?r Barnet-scene IV Tewksbury.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Ah, who is nigh? Come to me friend or foe,
And tell me xvho is victor, York or War^Tlck?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VI,
a. London. A room in the Tower
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium dooro closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VII.
a. The same. A room in the palace,
b. Properties mentioned: royal throne. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Once more we sit in England's royal throne."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .

Note: twenty-eight scenes.
This play in the folio of 1625 is divided
into acts and scenes.
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KING HENRY VIII.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. London. An ante-chamber in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed, and used for the
entrance for Duke of Norfolk and Duke of Buckingham.
c. Text: •Good morrow, and well met."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The council-chamber.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs of state for King
Henry and Queen Katherine. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Arise, and take place by us."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The presence chamber in York Palace.
b. Properties mentioned; small table for Cardinal
Tolsey, long banquet table and chairs. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Gv/eet ladles, will it please you sit?"
"You have noT a broken banquet; but we'll mend it."
t
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Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Aot II.
Scene I.
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtslns
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "^Vhlther away so fast?"
"Ev'n to the hall, to hear v/hat shall become
Of the great Duke of Buckingham.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. An ante-chamber in the palace.
b. Properties mentioned: chair for king. Curtains
closed to: "Norfolk opens a folding door. The king
is discovered sitting and reading pensively.",
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Let's In. "(to the king). King discovered
on inner stage.
Action on Outer Stage .
and Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. An ante-chamber in the queen's apartments.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage
.
Scene IV,
a. A hall in Black-ftriars.
b. Properties: throne of state, and chairs.
It
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Curtfilna open; progcenlvim doors closed,
c. Text: "The King takes place under the cloth
of 3tate: the two cardinals sit under him as judges,"
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. The palace of Bridewell. A room in the queen's
apartment.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Take thy lute, wench: ms' soul grows sad
with troubles;
Sing and disperse 'em, if thou cans' t. leave
working.
"
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Ante-chamber to king's apartment.
b. Properties: chair. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "King Henry takes his seat.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A street in Westminster.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Y'are well met, once again."
•You come to take your stand here, and behold
Thr Lady Anne pass from her coronation?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene 11.
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a. Kimbolton.
b. Properties: chairs. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: "I nan'd my Knell, whilst I sit meditating
On that celestial harmony I go to.
She is asleep. Good wench, let's sit down quiet.
For fear we wake her.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. A gallery in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium rioors closed,
c. Text: "King Henry. Avoid the gallery—Be gone."
Action on Balcony ,
Scene II,
a. The lobby before the council chamber,
b. Properties mentioned: council table and chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Enter King and Butts, at a window above,"
"Why are v;e met in council?"
"Cranmer approaches the council-table.
"
"I*m very sorry
To sit here at this present and behold that
chair stand empty.
"
King exits from balcony, enters inner stage
and takes "his seat".
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
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Scene III,
a. The palace yard.
h. No propertle?? mentioned; none needed, Ciirtalns
closed; one proscenium door used; It closed,
c. Text: "...do you take the Count to Parish-garden?"
"Keep the door close, sirrah,
•
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene IV,
a. The palace at Greenwich,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: christening ceremony of Elizabeth,
daughter of Henry vill.
Action on Outer jtage.
Note: sixteen scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes in
the folio of 1622.
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KINO JOHN.
Act I.
Scenel.
a. Northampton. A room of state in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned: needed: chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Prince. Before the vralls of Anglers. -
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "King Phillip. Before Anglers well met,
brave Austria..."
"First citizen. Who is it that hath warn'd us
to the walls?"
Action on Balcony and Outer ^tage.
Act III.
Scene I.
a. The same. The French King*s tent.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage
Scene II.
a. The same. Plains near Anglers.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
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c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. The same.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer .stage
.
Scene IV.
a. The same. French ld.ng»s tent.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Canterbury. A room in the castle.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed. Arras used to hide
two attendants,
c. Text: "Hubert, -look thou stand
Within the arras: rrhen I strike mr foot
Upon the bosom of the ground, rush forth
And bind the boy which you shall find with me
Fast to the chair: be heedful. Hence, and watch."
At exeunt of attendants, curtains drawn in
preperatlon for scene II.
Action on Inner-Outer Sta^e .
and Outer stage .
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Scene II.
a. The same. A room of state In the palace.
b. Properties mentioned: throne for King John. >
Ciirtalns open; prosceniiim doors closed.
c. Text: "King John. Here once again we sit once
again crown »d."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Arthur. The wall is high; and yet will
I leap down. Good ground, be pitiful and hurt
me not.
"
Action on Balcony and Outer Stage .
Act V,
Scene I.
a. Canterbury. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A plain. Near Saint Edmundsbury.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
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Scene III.
a. The same. A field of battle.
b. Noproperties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. Another part of the same.
b;c. Same as scene III.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. The French camp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doorv«3 closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene VI.
a. An open place in the neighborhood of
Swinstead Abbey.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciartains
closed; one proscenium door closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action oji Outer Stage .
Scene vil.
a. The orchard of Swinstead Abbey.
b. Properties mentioned- orchard and seats inferred.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: " Prince Henry. Let him be brought
into the orchard here,
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: Sixteen scenes.
This play. In the folio of 1625, Is divided
Into acts and scenes.
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KINO LUAR.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. A room of state In King Lear' 3 palace.
b. No properties mentioned; nee<5ed:room setting with
throne. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
0. Text: "The King is coming."
"Meantime we shall express our darXer purpose.
Oive me the map there. Know, that we have divided
In three Kingdoms. »•
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A hall in the Earl of Gloster's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed/ Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in the Duke of Albany's palace.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. A hall in the same.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene V,
a. Court before the same.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for castle entrance,
c. Text: "How now! Are the horses rendy?
Come boy.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A court within the castle of the Earl of Oloster.
b. Same as act I, scene V.
c. Text: "The duke be here tonight?"
"Here stood he in the dark,
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Before Oloster' s castle.
b. Same as scene I. Stocks brought forth.
c. Text: "Where may we set our horses?"
"I ' the mire.
"
"Fetch forth the stocks."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A part of the heath.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed; proscenium
doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Before Oloster* s castle. Pent in the stocks.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: To Kent: "What's he that hath so much thy
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place ml 3 took.
To aet thee here?"
"My lord, entreat him by no means to stay."
"Shut up your doors, my lord; t»l3 a wild night,
Ify Regan councils well. Come out o' the atorm,
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A heath. A storm, with thunder and lightning.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doers open.
c. Text: "Who' 3 there, besides foul weather?
"Pie on the storm."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the heath. Storm continues.
b. Same as scene I. One proscenium door used as
entrance to hovel.
c. Text: "Blow winds, and crack your cheeks!"
"Come, bring us to the hovel."
Action on Outer ^tage.
Scene III.
a. A room in Gloster's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage.
Scene IV.
a. A part of the heath, with a hovel. Storm continues.
« r
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b. Same as gcene II.
c. Text: "Here la the place; good niy lord, enter...
Come not In here, nuncie; here's a fspirit."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V-VII,
a. A room in Gioster*3 carjtle.
b. Properties mentioned: bed with cushions, chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "I will have revenge ere I depart this
house." Scene V.
Here Is better than the open air; take it
thanlcfully. " Scene VI.
"Come, sit thou here. Scene VI.
"Will you lie down and rest upon the cushions?"
Scene VI.
"make no noise; draw the curtains (bed curtains."
Scene VI.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. The heath.
b. No properties mentioned; Same as actlll, scenell.
c. Text: ".. .hence a mile or twain, i' the way
toward Lover.
"
Know* St thou the way to Dover?"
Action on Outer Stage
Scene II.
a. Before the Duke of Albany's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none nee/'ed. Curtains
It
t
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ci0J5e(3.: one proscenium door use for entrance to
Albany '3 castle,
c. Text: "Madam, within."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III, IV.
a. The French camp near Dover.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Why the King of Prance is so suddenly
gone back, know yoii the reason?"
"Who hath he left behind him general?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene v.
a. A room in Oloster's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Sta ge.
Scene VI.
a. The country near Dover.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "When shall I come to the top of that same hill?"
"You do climb up it now."
"Here in the sands.
Thee I'll rake up."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene VII.
a. A tent in the French camp.
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b. Properties mentioned: bed «nd room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Madam, sleeps still."
"Ay, madam, in heaviness of sleep."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. The camp of the British forces near Dover.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text :".. .draw up your powers."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A field between the two camps.
b. Properties mentioned: tree. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Here, father, talce the shadow of this tree."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The British camp near Dover.
b. Sane as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-six scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes in
all folios: not in the two quartos.
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KING RICHARD II.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors clooed. A conversational
scene.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room in the Duke of Lancaster's
palace.
b* No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed. Conversational
scene.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. Gtosford Green, near Coventry.
b. Properties mentioned: those of the lists-
arms, spears; cheirs. Curtains open; proscenium
doors open.
c. Text: "King Richard. Order the trial, marshal,
and begin..." "King Richard. Let them lay by
their helmets and their speats.
And both return to their chairs again."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. A room in the king's castle.
II
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b. No properties mentioned; none reqiolred. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Sta^e .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. London. A chamber in Elyhouse.
b. No properties mentioned; needed a chair.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Gaimt. Convey me to my bed, then to
my grave." This an indoor scene.
Action ^n Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. An apartment in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; saiae 83 scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The i^ilds of Glostershire.
b. No properties rapntloned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Northumberland. These high wild hills
are rough uneven ways
Draw out oiir miles, amd make them wearisome."
Action on Outer ^tage .
Scene IV.
a, A camp in Wales.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
I
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Closed; proscenium doors open,
o. Text: nc references.
Act III. Action on Outer Stage .
Scene I.
a. Bollngbrolce*s castle at Bristol,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
drawn; proscenium doors open.
c. Text no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The coast of Wales. A castle In view.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door open; the other
to represent castle closed.
c. Text: "King Richard. Barkloughly Castle call
you this at hand?"
"Aumerle. How brooks your grace the air.
After tossing on the breaking seas?"
Action on Outer Sta^'e .
Scene III.
a. T7aleg. A plain before Flint Castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Bollngbroke. . .andSalisbury
Is gone to meet the King, vfho lately landed
With some few friends upon the coast."
"Bollngbroke. What, will not this castle
yield?"
Percy. King Fi chard lies within yond
(
I
lime and stone.
"
King entera on balcony during parley.
"Northumberland: raay*t please you to
come do\'m?''
Action on Outer Stage and Balcony .
Scene IV.
a. Langly. The Duke of York's garden.
b. Properties mentioned: garden with aprlcocKs,
flowers, fruit trees. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: "Queen. What sport shall we devise in
this garden?"
"Gardener. Go bind up yond dangling
apri cocks. .
.
Give some supportance to the bending twigs..
I will go root away the noisome weeds."
At command to Queen" ( Coming forward)"
Curtains close for remainder of this scene is
conversational.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
and Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. London. Westminister Hall.
b. Properties not mentioned; needed chairs and
table for Parliament is sitting to dispose
King Richard. Curtains open; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: "Northumberland. May»t please you.
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lords, to grant the common ouit,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. London, A street leading to the tower.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
0. Text: "Queen. This way the King will come:
this Is the way.
To Julius Caesar's Ill-erected tower."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II
•
a. London. A room In the HuXe of York's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner- Outer Staje .
I
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Scene III.
a. Windsor. A room In the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed. Same
as scene II.
c. Text: "Aumerle. Then give me leave that I may
turn the key,
That no man enter till mj' tale be done."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Enter Sir Pierce of Exton, and a servant.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
o. Text; no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Porafret. The dungeon of the castle.
b. Np properties mentioned; needed: stcol for
King Bichard. Curtains open: prescenlum doors
closed.
c. Text: "King Richard. I have been studying
hovr
I may compare
This prison where I live, unto the world...
how these weak nails
May tear a passage through the flinty ribs
Of this hard world, ray ragged prison walls."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene vi.
a. Windsor. An apartment in the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
clo<^ed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Exton. Great King, within this coffin
I present thy buried fear. " Coffin brought on
by sexton and attendents.
Action on Outer _Stage.
Note: Nineteen scenes.
This play is divided into acts and scenes in
the folio of 1623.
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KINO PICHARIJ III.
Act I,
Scene I.
a. London. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors.
c. Text: "His Majesty,
Tendering ray person's safety, hath appointed
This conduct to convey me to th* Tower."
Action on Outer Stage
Scene 11.
a. The same. Another street.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "Set down, set down your honourable load.
If honour may be shrouded in a hearse.
Whilst I a \7hile obsequiously lament
Th' untimely fall of virtuous Lancaster."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Cxartains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: No references.
Action 0J2 Outer stage .
Scene IV,
a. London. A room In the Tower.
b. Properties mentioned: chair. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Rethought that I had broken from the Tower."
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"Keeper, I prythee 3lt by me a while;
Vy soul Is heavy, and I fain would sleep."
"(Clarence reposes himself on a chair)"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. London. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. Another room in the palace.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer .Stage
.
Scene III.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Good morrow neighbour: whither away so fast."
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene IV.
a. The same. A room in the palace.
b. Sane ns scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.

a, London. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains closed;
proscenium (ioorrs closed.
0, Text: "Welcome, sweet Prince, to London"...
"Welcome the weary way hath made you melancholy."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. Before Lord Hastihg^s house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door closed.
c. Text: "My Lord! My Lord! Who Knocks?"
Action on ^t^_ stage .
Scene III.
a. Poraftet. Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "0 Pomfret, Pomfret!
0, thou bloody prison.
Fatal and ominous to noble peers!
Within the guilty closure of thy walls,
Richard the second was here hacked to death."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. London. A room in the Tower.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Proscenium
doors closed; curtains closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.

a. The aaine. The Tower walls-
h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Catesby, overlook the walls."
Action on Balcony .
Scene VI,
a. A street.
b. Same as scene V.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene VII.
a. The same. The court of Baynard's castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Proscenium
doors used for entrances for Oloster and
Buckingham. Curtains closed.
c. Text: "Enter Oloster at one door, and Buckingham
at another.
"
"Enter Oloster in a gallery above between
two bishops.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Before the Tower.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors used for entrances of
Queen Elizabeth and Anne, Duchess of Oloster.
c. Text: "Who meets us here?. .. She' s wondering to the
Tower.
"
No farther than the Tower.
"
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"...look bacK, with me, unto the Tower
—
Pity, you ancient stones, those tender babes.
Whom envy hath immur'd within your walls."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room of state in the palace.
b. Properties mentioned: throne of state. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text! "Give me thy hand.
Thus high, by thy advice
And thy assistance, is King Richard seated."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same.
b. The same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. Before the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. A room in Lord Stanley's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
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Action on Outer stage *
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Salisbury. The marKet place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scenell.
a. A plain near TBimoTth.
b. No properties mentioned; same as scene !•
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Bosworth Field.
b. Properties: two tents, pitched on Bosworth field.
Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Here pitch our tents, even here In
Bosworth Field.
«
"...Up with ra7 tent! here will I lie to-night."
Soldiers pitch Blchmond's tent after pitching
King Bi chard's as commanded above.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Another part of the field.
b. Same as scene III,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .

Note: twenty-four scenes.
Some quartos (but not the first) have division
Into acts and scenes. Apparently this play is
divided in the folio.

LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Navarre. A parK near the palace.
h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. THe park. Near Amiado's house.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on i^uter Stage .
Acts II, III, IV, V.
All scenes: Another part of park.
b. Properties mentioned in all four acts: pavilion,
edge of yonder coppice, leaves on sycamore tree,
thicket, grass, tents at a distance. Curtains
open: proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Come to our pavilion." act II, scene I.
"Hereby, upon the edge of yonder coppice."
act IV, scene I.
"Sweet leaves, shade folly." act IV, scene I.
"Under the cool 8h?ide of a sycamore",... I stole
into the neighbour thicket by." act V, scene II.
"Whip to our tents". .. "Ck>ne to her tent."
act V, scene II.
Action of Acts I, II, III. IV on
Inner^Outer Stage .

Note: nine scenes.
This play is divicLed into acts, but. not into seen
in the folio of 1623,
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MACBT5TH.
Act I
Scene 1.
a. A desert place.
b. No properties raentionei.; none needed. Curtains
closed; proseenlura doors open.
c. Text: "Upon the heath."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A camp near Torres.
b. Same as scenel. Proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A heath near Torres.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "So foul and fair a day I have not seen."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Torres, a palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to palace.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Inverness. Macbeth' s castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: "The king comes here tonight."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. Before Macbeth' 3 caetle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium dioors closed.
c. Text: "This castle hath a pleasant seat."
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene VII,
a. Macbeth' 3 castle.
b. Same as scene VI.
c. Text:"l!irhy have you left the chamber?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Court of Macbeth' s castle.
b. Same as scene VII, act I.
c. Text: "HOW goes the night, boy?
...The moon is doTO; I have not heard the clock."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The 33me,
b. Same as scene I. One proscenium door for entrance
to Duncan's room.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. The same.
b. Same as scene II, porter using one proscenium door
I(
I
I
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for gate.
c. Text: Scene II. "I near a knocking
At the South entry."
"ThisCthe king's) Is the door."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a* Outside Macbeth' 3 ca^^tle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for exit from
castle.
c. Text: "Will you to Scone?"
"...no, cousin I'll to Fife."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Torres. The palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Attend those men our pleasure?..
They are, mi* lord, without the palace gate."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The palace.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner^Quter Stage.
Scene III,
a. A park ne^ the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
II
.III
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cloaed; proscenl^om doors open,
c. Text: "Now spurs the lated traveller apace.
To gain the timely inn; and near approaches
The guhject of our watch.
HarK, I hear horses."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The same. Hall in the palace.
,
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, banquet prepared.
Curtains open: one proscenium door used for entrsjice
of murderers. Hut used as means of ghosts appearing.
c. Text: "You taiow your own degrees; sit down: at
first and last the hearty v/elcome."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. A he??th.
b. Same as act I, scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene VI,
a. Torres. The palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A cavern. In the middle, a boiling cauldron.
b. Properties mentioned: cauldron. Curtains open;
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proscenium doors open. Hut used for appearing
of ghosts,
c. Text: "Round about the cauldron go,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Fife. Macduff's cattle.
"h. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no referenoe?5.
Action ^n Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. England, Before the king's palace.
b. Same as scene II,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Act V.
Scene I,
a. Dunsinane. Ante-room in the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: »»Lo you, here she comes!
This is her very guise, and, upon my life,
fast asleep; stand close."
"Will she go no'v to bed?"
Action ^n Inner-Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. The country near Dunsinane,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
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c. Text: "Well, marcli we on....
MaKe our march toward Bimam.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Dlnsinane. A room in the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; room setting needed-
Curtains open: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Give me my armour.
Send out ray horses.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Country near Birnaju wood.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: "What wood is this before us?
...The wood of Bimam."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. Dunsinane. Within the castle.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: "Hang out our banners on the outward walls;
The cry is still, they come: our castle's strength
Will laugh a siege to scorn; here let them lie
Till famine and the ague eat them up."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene Vi-Viii.
a. Dunsinane, Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for castle entrance.
c. Text: "Now near enough"(to the castle)
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"Enter, sir, the castle."
Action on Outer Stage *
Note: twenty eight scenes.
The division Into acts and scenes Is found
In the first folio, but no notes are given as
to locality.
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE,
Act I.
Scene I.
a. An apartment in the Duke* a palace.
b. No properties raentionecl; none needed. Curtains
clQPsed; proscenium doors closed,
0, Text: no referenceo.
Action on ^Outer Stage *
Scene II.
a. A street,
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Ooter Stage ,
Scene III,
a. The 38jne.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene IV,
a. A monastry.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. A nunnery,
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: «...a3 bring me to the glgnt of Isabella."
A novice of this place."
Action _on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A hall In Angel o's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "I pray you home to dinner with me. »
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another room in the same.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in a prison.
b. Properties: prison setting. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "I come to visit the afflicted spirits
Here in prison.
«
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Scene IV,
a. A room in Angelo's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
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Act III.
Scene !•
a. A room in the prison.
b. Properties- prison netting. Ciirtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Who's there? Come in: the wish deserves
a welcome. •»
"Dear sir, ere long 1*11 visit you again."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A street before the prison.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: one proscenium used for entrance to prison.
c. Text: "Come your way, sir.."
"TaKe him to prison, officer."
"Oo, away with her to prison."
"I am going to visit the prisoner."
Action on Outer Stage
.
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A room in the Moated Orange.
b. Properties: room 3etting( chairs ). Curtsins
open: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "I have sat here all day."
Acti on on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene 11.
a. A room in the prison.
b. Properties-chairs-prison setting. Same properties
used as in scene I. Curtains open; proscenium doors

1closed.
c. Text: "here is our prison a common executioner."
Action on Inner^Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. Another room in the same.
"b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: "Here is the prison. Father."
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. A room in Angelo's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
clo?5ed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on ^Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. Fields without the tom.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene Vi.
a. Street near the city gate.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Proscenium
doors Closed; curtains used for gates.
0. Text :... "have entered the gates, end very near
upon
The Duke is ent'ring: therefore hence, away."
Action on ^uter Stage .
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Act V,
Scene I,
a. A public pliBce near the city gate.
b. Properties: chair. Ciirtslns for gatea open to
admit DuKe. Proscenium doors open* -
c. Text:«\vhat you have spoken, I pardon; sit you down. »
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Note: eighteen scenes.
This play In the folio of 1623 is divided
into acta and scenes.
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THE MERCHANT OP VENICE.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Venice. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniian doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer ^Stage
.
Scene II.
a. Belmont. An apartment in Portia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; neededr-chairs. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Venice. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Prosceniiim
doors closed; curtains closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Belmont. An ap^irtment in Portia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs, table.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
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a. Venice. A street,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "I pray you, which is the way to Master Jew's."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III,
a. The same. A room in ShylocX's house.
b. No properties mentioned: needed room properties.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Our house is Hell, and thou, a merry devil."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage
.
Scene V,
a. The same. Before Shylock's house,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
Shylock's house.
c. Text: "Well, Jessica, go in... shut doors after
you: Past bind, fast bind."
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene VI.
a. The same.
b. The same as scene V.
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c. Text: "This is the pent-house, under which Lorenzo
Leslred U3 to make a 3tand.
"
"Here dwells my father Jew."
Jessica above, in hoy's clothes
"Decend, for you mast be ny torch-hearer,
«
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene VII.
a. Belraont. Anapartment in Portia' g house,
b. Properties: three caskets hidden behind traverse
curtain; needed: chairs. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: "Oo, draw aside the curtains, and discover
The several ceskets to this noble Prince.
-
Now make your choice."
"...Draw the curtains: go."
Action on Inner-Outer St^ge .
Scene VI il.
a. Venice, A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IX.
a. Belmont. An apartment in Portia's house.
b. Properties: caskets-same as scene VII.
c. Text: "Quick, quick, I pray thee; draw the
curtains straight.
The Prince of Aragon hath ta»en hi
-3 oath,
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And comes to the election presently."
..."Behold, there stand the caskets, noble Prince."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Venice. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Belmont. An apartment in Portia's house.
b. Properties: caskets set out. Same as actll, scene Vli.
c. Text: "But let me to my fortune and the caskets."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Venice. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Belmont. A room In Portia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. A garden.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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closed; proscenium door used for door to Portia's
house.
c. Text: "Ck> in, sirrah: i)id them prepare for dinner."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV,
Scene I.
a. Venice. A court of ;justice.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: court setting:
chairs, tables. Curtains open; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: "Go, one, and call the Jer^ into the court...
Make room and let him stand before our face."
J^"^i^,^ ^ Inner- Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. The same. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Inquire the Jev/'s house out, and give
him this deed...
will you shovr me to this house?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Belmont. The avenue to Portia's house.
b. Properties mentioned: candle burning in window-
above one proscenium door; green bank in garden.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "The moon shines bright."
"But go we in, I pray thee."
II
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"HOW sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bJ'.nK. »
"That light we see is burning in my hall."
Kov<r far that candle throws its beams! "
"Go in, Narissa.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: twenty scenes.
This play is divideri into acts, but not into
scenes in the folio of 1623.
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THE MERRY" WIVES OP WINDSOR.
Act I,
Scene I.
a. Windsor, Before Page*s house.
b. No properties mentioned; none nee^^ed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door closed.
0. Text: "I will peat the door for Master Page.
What, hoa! Got pless your house here. "Who*
s
there?" Window above closed proscenium door used,
"I pray you sir walk in."
Action on Outer stage .
and Balcony .
Scene II.
a. The same*
b. Same as scenel.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in the Sarter Inn.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene IV.
a. A room in l*. Cains' s house.
b. Properties: casement, and closet. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Oo to the casement, and see if you can
see my master. . . "I '11 go watch,"
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"Run In here; go Into this closet." Traverse
used to conceal Rugby.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage *
Act II.
Scene I.
a. Before Page's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "I was going to your house •"•.." And I
was coming to you.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room in the Garter Inn.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs, table.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Sir, there Is one below would fain
speak with you; and hath sent yovir worship a
morning draught of sacX. " "Call him in."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A field near Windsor.
b. No propertleo mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Go about the fields with me through
Trogmore.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A field near Trogmore.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed, ciirtalns
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II.
a. A street In Windsor.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door closed., one open.
c. Text: "Whither go you? ".."Is she at home?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III#
a. A room In Ford's house.
h. Properties mentioned: a basket; needed chairs
and table. Traverse used, to conceal Palstaff.
o. Text: "...be ready here hard by in the brew-house
; and vrhen I suddenly call 3'^ou, come forth,
and take this basket on your shoulders.
"
"I will ensconce me behind the arras."
"I had rather than a thousand pound, he were
out of the house.
"
"Go, take up these clothes, quickly". .. Servants
leave v/lth basket.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. A room In Page's house.
b. No properties mentioned; same as scene III.
c. Text: "You wrong me, sir, thus still to haunt
my house •
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
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Scene V.
a. A room in the Garter Inn,
b. No properties mentioned; same as scene IV,
0. Text: "Oo fetch me a quart of sack,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage ,
Act IV.
Scene I,
a* The street,
b, 140 properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II.
a. A room in rord*3 house,
b. Properties mentioned: a basXet. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Step into the chamber. Sir John," Exit
from inner stage.
"Who's at home beside yourself?"
"Empty the basket I say,"
"Have I not forbid her ray house?"
Action on Inner>-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in the Garter Inn,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene IV,
a. A room in Ford's house.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. A room In the Garter Inn.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed, window above
one proscenium door used by Pal staff,
o. Text: "There's his chamber, his house, his
castle, his standing bed, his truckle-bed. ., Go,
Imock and call-knock, I say..."
"Falstaff (above) How now, mine host?"
"Let her (Palstaff) descend."
"Come up into my chamber,
"
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony window .
Scene VI.
a. Another room in the Garter Inn.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V,
Scene I,
a. A room in the Garter Inn.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
(I
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Windsor Park.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Come, come: we'll couch i'th castle
ditch. "The night is dsrk. "
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. The street in Windsor.
b. Same as scene II.
c. Text: "Go before into the park."
"They are all couch' d in a pit hard by Heme's
Oak. "... "to the oak, to the oakl
«
Action on Outer stage.
Scene IV.
a. Windsor Park.
b. Same as scens II.
Scene V.
a. Another part of the park.
b. Properties: forest, oaks. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "For me, I am here a Windsor stag; and the
fattest, I think, l« th' forest." "Do not these
fairy oskg become the forest better than the town?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Note: twenty three scenes. In the folio of 1623,
this play is divided into scenes and acts, but
not in the quarto edition.
1 I
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A MIDSUMMER-NIOHT» 3 DREAM.
Act I.
Scene I.
Q, Athens, A room in the palace of Thesus,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same, A room in a cottage,
h. No properties mentioned; Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A wood near Athens,
b. Properties: woods, trees. Proscenium doors used
for entrances of Fairy and Puck, Curtains open,
c. Text: "The King doth keep his revels here to-night,"
•111 met by moonlight,"
"Well, go thy way: thou shalt not from this grove,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the wood.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "?air love, you faint with wandering
in the wood.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage
.
Act III.
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Scene I.
a. The sarne. The Queen of Fairies lying asleep.
b. Properties: green plot, hawthorn brake. Same
ag act II, scene I.
c. Text: "This green plot shall be our stage, this
hawthorn brake our tiring house.
"Wh^t angel 'vakes me ftom my flow'ry bed?"
"Out of this wood do not desire to go."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the wood,
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "About the wood go swifter than the wind."
Action on Inner
-Outer - Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. The same.
b. Same b3 Act III, scene II.
c. Text: "Come, sit thee down upon this flowery bed.
While I thy amiable cheeks do coy.
And stick musk-roses in thy sleek smooth head."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a Athens, A room in Quince's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
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Act V,
Scene I.
a* The same. An apartment in the palace of Theseus,
b. Properties mentioned: chairs to view play.
Curtains open; proscenium doors as entrances and
exits for players.
c. Text: "Cfo, bring them in; -and take yo\xr places,
ladies.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. Same as scene I.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Kote: ten scenes.
This play is divided Into acts, but not into scenes
in the folio of 1623.
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MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING,
Act I.
Scene I,
a. Before Leonato's hoUse.
b. No prope-ptie3 mentioned: none needed. Curtslng
cloged: proscenitim doori closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer _Stage.
Scene II.
a. A room in Leonato's house.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Another room in Leonato's house,
"b. Sane as scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A hall in Leonato's house.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as act I, scene II.
c. Text: "The revellers are entering. Make good room!
»0o in with me, and I will tell you ray drift."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II,
a. Another room In Leonato's house,
b. Same as act I, scenell.
I1
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c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Leonato*3 garden.
b. Properties mentioned: garden setting, an arbour.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: .bring it hither to me in the orchard,"
"I will hide me in the arbour."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Leonato's garden.
b. Same as act II, scene Hi.
c. Text: "..bid her steal into the pleached bower."
"?or look where Beatrice, like a lapwing, runs
Close by the ground, to hear our conference."
".
. .even now
Is couched in the woodbine coverture."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In Leonato's house.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as act I, scene II.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene III.
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "You shall also make no noise in the streets."
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Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. A room in Leonato'g house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene v.
a. Another room in Leonato's house.
b. Same as scene IV.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. The inside of ^ church.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: church setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "This looks not like a nuptial."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A prison.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act V.
scene I.
a. Before Leonato's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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Closed: one progcenluni door used for entrance to
Leonato's house,
c. Text: no reference!.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Leonato'a garden.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The inside of a church,
b. Properties mentioned: monument of Leonato.
Curtains open: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Is this the moniiment of Leonato?"
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. A room in Leonato *3 hou3e.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
Closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no referencerj.
Action on ^.ter Stage .
Note: seventeen scenes.
This play is divided into acta in the folio of
1625, but not into scenes.
. t' V w J.
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OTHELLO.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Venice. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to Brabantio's house.
c. Text: "Here is her Father's house; I'll call aloud,.
What is the reason of this terrible summons?"
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony window.
Scene II.
a. Another street.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "But look! what lights come yond?.."
"Here comes another troop to seeK for you?"
Action on Outer Stage
.
Scene III.
a. A council-chamber.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting,
tables and chairs. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
o. Text: Scene II. "The Duke's in council."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A sea-port in Cyprus. An open place near a quay.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
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c. Text: "H^at from the cape can you discern at sea?
Nothing at all, it is a high wrought flood;
I cannot, 'twixt the heaven and the main.
Descry a sail.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II,
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage *
Scene III.
a. A hall in the castle.
"b. No properties mentioned; needed room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text:"Ck)od Michael, looK you to the guard tonight...
Michael, goodnight."
"I must to the watch.
«
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; nons needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to castle.
c. Text: "Pray you, come in
I will bestow you where you shall have time
To speak your bosom freely."
Action on Outer stage .
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Scene II.
&• A room In the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "That done, I vrlli be ^alKing on the worKs.
"
Action on Inner-Outer _Stage.
Scene III.
a. The garden of the castle.
b. Same as icene II.
c. Text: no positive references; but inferences
places.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Before the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for castle entrance.
c. Text: "I will go seek him. Gassio, walk hereabout."
"What make you from bone?
How ia it with you. .1 was coming to your house."
"And I was going to your lodging, Cassio."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Cyprus. Before the ca?3tle.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proicenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage
.
Scene II.
JCf -t
.VI
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a. A room In the castle.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proacenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references "but conversation places.
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Another room in the castle,
h. Same as scene II.
c. Text:''Oet you to bed on the instant."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Cyprus. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. One
proscenium door used by murderers; curtains
closed. Chair for Cassio is brought to outer stage.
c. Text: "Here, stand behind this bulk; straight
will he come. ^
"What, ho! no watch? No passage?
...it is a heavy night."
"o, a chair, a chair!
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A bedchamber in the castle: Desdemona in bed
asleep; a light burning,
"b. Properties mentioned: bed with curtains.
CurtJ5in^ open; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: "Will you come to bed, my lord?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: fifteen scenes.
Thlf? play is divided into acts and scenes in
all folios: apparently not In the quartos.
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PERICL3CS, PRINCE OF TYRE,
Act I.
Sdene I.
a. Antioch. A room in the p?ilace,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. Tyre. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors.
c. Text: "Let none disturb us."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage ,
Scene III,
a. Tyre, An ante-chamber in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "So, this is Tyre, and this is the court.,"
"Here come the lords of Tyre,"
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. Tharus. k room in the Governor's house,
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Shall we rest us here?"
"Feast here a^rhile until our stars that ftrown
lend us a smile.
"
Action on Inner-Outer stage.
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Act II.
Scene I.
a. Pentapolia. An open place by the aea side.
b. Properties mentioned: nets uaed by fishermen.
Curtains closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text:'»Yet cease your ire you angrey stars of heaven!
Wind, rain, and thunder, remember, earthly man
Is but a substance that must yield to you.
"
"here's a fish hangs in the net, liXe a poor man's
right in the law. »
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A platform leading to the lists. A
pavilion near it for the reception of the king.
Princess, Ladies, Lords etc.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "But stay, the knights are coming: we'll
withdraw into the gallery."
Action on ^ter Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A hall of state. A banquet prepared.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, feast prepared.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "To say you are welcome were superfluous."
"Come, queen o' the feast here tnke your place."
"Sit, sir, sit."
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. Tyre. A room in the Governor's house.
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b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
cloaed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage *
Scene V.
a. Pentapolls, A room in the palace,
b. Ko properties mentioned: none needed, Curtaims
closed: proscenium docr^j closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A ship 8t sea.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Thou Ck>d of this great vast, rebuXe these
surges. . .
»
"Convey thy diety aboard our dancing boat."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Ephesus. A room in Cerimon's house.
b. Properties: room setting. Curtains open:
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Get fire and meat for these poor men:
It has been a turbulent and stormy night."
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene III,
a, Tharsus. A room in Cleon*s house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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Closed; proscenlxim dooro closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene IV.
a. Ephesus. A room in Cerimon's house.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV,
Scene I.
a. Tharsus. An open place near the sea shore.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Is the wind westerly that blows?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Mltylene. A room in a brothel.
b. No properties mentioned; n'^eded: a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage
.
Scene III.
a. Tharsus. A room in Cleon's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Mltylene. A street before the brothel.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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Closed; one proscenium door to brothel,
c. Text: "Come, I am for no more baudy houses."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a. The same. A room In the brothel.
b. No properties mentioned; room setting. Curtains
open until last entrance of Bawd; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Act V.
Scene I.
a. On board Pericle's ship, off* l^tylene.
b. Properties: a bed with bed curtains for Pericles
Curtains open to entrances of Lysimachus, Helicanus,
and Marina. Proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "The Governor, who craves to come aboard,"
"Behold him." Pericles discovered behind bed curtains,
"..and thick slumber
Hangs upon ray eyes: let me rest."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The temple of Diana at Epheaus.
b. Properties: altar. Curtains open; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: "Scene I directs: "iiy temple stands in
Ephesus: hie thee hither,
And do upon mine altar sacrafice."
"Hail, Dian! to perform thy just command,
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I here confess uyself the King of Tyre."
Acti on on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-one scenes.
In the folio of 1664, this play Is divided
into acts but irregularly, and scenes are
not marked.
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ROMEO AND JULIET.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Draw thy tool;..,»
"My naked weapon is out: quarrel, I will back thee."
"Who set this ancient quarrel new abroach?"
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II
a. A street.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: "Come, go with me:-
Qo, sirrah, trudge about
Through fair Verona."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Capulet*s house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Nurse, where*s ray daughter? Call her forth
to me.
"
"Madam, the guests are come, supper served up
you call • d, , . "
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. A street.
b. Same as scene I. One proscenium door used for
I
entrance to Capulet's house,
c. Text: "dive me a torch: I am not for this ^ nibling;
Being but heavy, I ttIH bear the light."
"Come, Knock, and enter, and no sooner in,
But every man betake hln to his legs."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V.
a, A hall in Capulet's house.
b« Properties mentioned: tables, fire in fire place:
room setting. Curtains open: proscenium doors
closed. Curtains closed during last speach of
nurse and Juliet,
c. Text: "Welcome, gentlemen?
A hall! A hall! Give room, and foot it girls.
-
More lights, ye knaves! and turn the tables up.
And quench the fire, the room is gro\m too hot."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
and Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. An open place, adjoining Capulet's garden.
b. Properties mentioned: a garden wall, trees.
Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "He ran this nay, and leap'd this
orchard wall.
"
"Come, he hath hid himself among the trees."
Action on Inner- Outer _Stage.
Scene II.
a. Capulet's garden.

b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open. Balcony window
used by Juliet; and balcony.
c. Text: "But soft! What light through yonder
window breaks?"
"How cam'st thou hither...
The orchard walls are high, and hard to climb."
Action on Outer Stage ,
and Balcony ,
Scene III.
a. Prlar Lawrence's cell,
b. No properties mentioned; needed, cell setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: Scenell, "Hence will I to rny ghostly
father's cell,
"His help to crave."
"0! Let us hence; I stand on sudden haste."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned. Same as acti, ^3Gene II.
c. Text: "Here comes Romeo, here comes Romeo,"
"Romeo, will you come to your father's? We'll
to dinner thither."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene V.
a. Capulet's garden.
b. Properties mentioned: garden gate: garden
setting required. Curtains open; proscenium
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doors closed,
c. Text: "Peter, stay at the gate,"
"Where la my Mother?-Why she Is within."
Action on InneivQuter Stage ,
Scene VI.
a. Prlar Lawrense's cell.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "I pray thee, good Mercutis, let's retire.
The day is hot, the capiilets abroad.
And, if vre meet, ^"e shall not 'cape a brawl;
For now, these hot deys, is the mad blood stirring."
"The Prince expressly hath forbid this bandying
In Verona streets."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In Oap\xlet*8 house.
b. No properties mentioned; room setting needed.
Curtains open; prosoeniiim doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene III.
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a. Priar LAwrence*3 cell,
t* No properties mentioned: none needed. One
proscenium door used for nurse's entrance
other proscenium door for entrance to Friar's
study. Curtains closed,
c. Text: "Arise, one knocks:
(rood Romeo, hide thyself,..
Run to my study,
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. A room in Capulet's house.
b. Properties mentioned: window(at back of inner
stage ) chamber setting. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Light to ray chamber, ho,"
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene V,
a. Juliet's chamber.
b. Properties mentioned:wlndow( at back of inner
stage ) Chamber setting; curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: "Your lady mother's coming to your chamber
The day is broke.
Then, 'findow, let day ln,»
Action on Inner- Outer Stage ,
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. P^iar Lawrence's cell.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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Closed; proscenium doors elo-^ed.
c. Text: no, references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In Capulet*3 house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Nurse, will you go with me into ray closet?"
•What, ho!
They are all forth: well, I will walk myself."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Juliet's chamber,
b. No properties mentioned; needed a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Ay, those attires are best."
"Oood night:
Oet thee to bed, and rest; for thou hast need."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
a. Capiilet's hall.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open for passage of
servents.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a, Jiaiet^s chamber. Juliet on the bed.
b. Properties mentioned; bed; room setting needed.
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Clirtalns open; proscenium doors clooecL,
o. Text: "how sound is she asleep!
I needf? must waKe her.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage *
Act V.
Scene !•
a. Mantua. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for apothecary's shop.
c. Text: "What, ho! Apothesary!
...Who calls so loud?
• . . Come hither, man.
"
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. Priar*3 cell.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. A church yard. In it a monument belonging to the
Capulets.
b. Properties mentioned: tomb in church yard, yew trees.
Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Under yond' yew-trees lay thee all along
Holding thine ear close to the hollow ground;
So shall no foot upon the church-yard trend,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage,

Note: ti7enty-four gceneg.
This play l8 not divided Into acta and scenes
In the quartos.
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THE TAMING OP THE SHREW,
Induction.
Scene I.
a. Before an alehouse on a heath,
b. No properties needed or mentioned. Curtains closed;
proscenium doors open,
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. A bedchamber In the Lord's house,
b. No properties mentioned, but needed: chairs, bed
curtains drawn disclosing bed,
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage ,
Act I,
Scene I,
a. Padua, A public place,
b. No properties needed or mentioned. Proscenium
doors closed; and curtains closed,
c. Text directs: "Gto in, BlancaB
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. The same. Before Hortenslo's house,
b. No properties needed or mentioned. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Petruchlo. I trow this is his house.
Here, sirrah Orumio; Knock, I say."
Action on Outer Stage ,
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Act !!•
Scene I,
a* The Same. A room In Baptists' s house.
b» No properties mentioned: needed, chairs,
perhaps a table. Curtains dr^TO; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: "Petruchio. Did ever Dian so become a
grove as Kate this chamber with her princely
gait?"
Action on Inner^Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The Same. Before Baptlsta's house.
b. No properties mentioned or needed. Ciortains
closed; prosceniiim doors closed.
c. Text: No references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. A hall in Petruchio's Cotintry House.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: table and
chairs. Curtains open.
c. Text: "Petruchio. Go, rascals, go and fetch
ray supper in. Sit down, Kate, and welcome."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Padua, Before Baptista's house.
b. No properties mentioned, none needed.
Proscenium doors closed; curtains closed.
c. Text: devoid of references.
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Actl on on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Petruchio's House.
b. No properties mentioned or needed. Proaceniuin doors
closed; curtains open.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage .
Scene IV,
a. Padua. Before Baptista's House.
b. Ko properties mentioned or needed. Prosceniiam
doors closed; curtains closed.
c. Text: "Tranio. Sir, this is the house."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. A public road.
b. No properties mentioned or needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Petruchio. And vrithal make knovm which
nay thou travellest: if along with us, we
shall be ;)oyful of thy company."
Action jon Outer Stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Padua. Before Lucentio's house.
b. No properties mentioned or needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Petruchio. Sir, here's the door, this
is Lucentio»8 house."
Action on Outer Stage.
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Scene II.
a. A room in Lucentlo'a house. A banquet set out.
b. Properties mentioned and needed: feast, chairs
and table. Curtains open: proscenium doors
closed,
c. Text: "Lucentlo. Feast with the best, and
relcome to our house. My banquet Is to close
our stomachs up. Pray you, sit down; For we
sit to chat as well as eat,."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: Fourteen scenes.
In the folio 1622, this play was divided into
acts, but not into scenes.
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THE TEMPEST.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. On a ship at sea.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "...fall to»t rarely, or we rim ourselves
aground, bestir, bestir."
"keep your cabins.
"
"Yet remember whom thou hast aboard."
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. The Island: before the cell of Prospero.
b. Properties mentioned; chairs, a cell. Situation:
an island. Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "...Than Prospero, master of a full
poor cell... A time before we came into this cell."
"...May know if you remain upon this island."
"Sit down.... Sit still."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage.
Act H.
Scene I.
a. Another part of the island.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Coirtains
closed; proscenliam doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the Island.
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b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open»
c. Text: "Here's neither brush nor shrub to bear
off any weather at all, and another storm brewing:
I henr it sing i'th wind. Yond' same black cloud,
yond» huge one, looks like a foul bombard that
would shed his liquor."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Before Prospero»s cell.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: Ferdinand is bearing logs across the stage.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Another part of the island.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III.
a. Another part of the island.
b. Properties: log, table for banquet. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Sit down and rest."
"Prospero above." (in balcony)
"They vanlsh'd strangely.
No matter since
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They have left their viands behind",,.
"I will stand to and feed,
"
"Ariel liXe a harpy enters and the banquet
vanishes.
"
Trap in inner stage used.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
and Balcony ,
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. Before Prospero's cell.
b. Properties: log and grass plot. Curtains open;
prosceniiim doors open. Juno descends thru trap
above inner stage.
c. Text: "Sit then. "... "Here on the grass-plot to
come and sport.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V.
scene !•
a. Before the cell of Prosper©
,
b. Properties: chairs for chess players. Same as .
scene I, act IV,
c. Text: "Welcome sir;
This cell* 3 my court: here have I few attendants
And subjects none abroad: pray you, look in,"
At this curtains are drawn and Ferdinand and
Miranda are discovered playing chess.
Action on Outer Stage ,
and Inner-Outer Stage .
Note: ten scenes. This play is divided into
acts and scenes in the folio of 1623.
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TIMON OF ATHENS,
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Athena, A hall in Tlnon'a house.
b. Noproperties mentioned; none needed,
Proaceniiiin doorfs open.
c. TextrwOood day, sir. I am glad you are well."
'•How this lord la followed!
The Senators of Athens: happy man!
You see this confluence, this great flood of
vlgltore.
»
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A banqueting room in Tomon's house.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, feast, banquet
setting. Curtains open: proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Pray, sit; .prithee, let m meat take
thee silent."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. A senator's house,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A hall in Yimon»s house.
b. Same 83 scene I.
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c. Text: "AS soon as dinner's done, we* 11 forth again,
M7 Alclbiades.
Action on Outer Stage *
Act III.
Scene I.
a. A room In Lucullus' house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; proseeniura doors closed,
c. Text:«I have told icy lord of you; he is coming
down to you,
"
Action on Inner-tauter _St3g^,
Scene II,
a. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; prosceniiam doors open,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Sempronius* house.
b. Same as scene I.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. The 3ame. A hall in Timon's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Textr^^ell met; good morrow, Titus and Hortensius
Lucius?
What, do we meet together?"
OA
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Action on Outer Stage .
Scene V,
a. The same. The senate-house
.
b. Properties needed: stools and table for ^senators.
Curtains open to "senators exuent" and closed for
scene VI during Alcibiades* speech. Proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: ••Honour, health, and compassion to the
senate,
»
_Actlori on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene VI.
a. The same. A banqueting hall in Timon's house.
b. Properties mentioned: reast, stools. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Each man to his stool..
Your diet shall be in all places alike."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a. without the walla of Athens.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to city.
c. Text:"© thou wall.
That girdlest In those wolves, dive in the earth.
And fence not Athens."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. Athens. A room in Timon*3 house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
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clo*?ed: progoenlum doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III- Act V, Scene II.
a. Woods and cave, near the sea shore.
b. Properties mentioned: Troods, roots, stones, cave.
Curtains open; proscenium doors open. .
c. Text: "Earth, yield rae roots." scene III.
"I am sorry I shall lose
A ston by thee." scene III.
"Here Is vr/ cave." scene I.
"Shame not these woods." scene III.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act V, scene II.
a. Before the walls of Athens.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
Closed; one proscenium door for entrance to
Athens.
c. Text:"In, and prepare:
Ours is the fall, I fear; our foei the snare."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III,
a. The woods. Timon's cave, and a rude tomb seen.
b. Properties mentioned: cave and tomb. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "By all description this should be the place.
\irhat*s on this tomb
I cannot reed.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
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Seen© IV,
a. Before the avails of Athens.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "These trails of ours
were not erected by their hands ftom whom
You have received your grief.
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony.

TITUS ANDRONICUS.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Rome. Before the capitol.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
capitol. Balcony used for Tribunes.
c. Text: "Keep then this passage to the capitol;
And suffer not dishonor to approach
Th* imperial seat."
"That you withdraw you, and abate your strenght:
Dismiss your followers, and as suitors should.
Plead your deserts in peace and humbleness.
"
"Open the gates, and let me in."
Acti on on Outer stage .
and Balcony .
Scene II.
a. The same.
b. Properties: tomb, coffin born in by men. Curtains
open; proscenium doers open.
c. Text: "Romans, make way.
...There greet in silence, as the dead are wont."
"Lo at this tomb my tributary tears."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II.
Scene I.
a. The same. Before the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none nee^ded. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door closed for entrance
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to palace,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II— V.
a. A forest near Home.
b. Propertiej? mentioned: woods, an alder tree; pit,
cover' d with rude-grcvring briers- trap In inner
stage. Curtains open; proscenium doors open.
c. Text:«The hunt is up, the raorn is bright and grey,
The fields are fragrant, and the woods are green."
"...to bury so much gold under a tree."
"What subtle hole is this
,
Whose mouth is cover 'd with rude-growing briers?"
"This is the pit, and this the elder tree."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Rome. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "For these. Tribunes, in the dust I write
My hearts deep l??.nguor and my soul's sad tears."
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. A room in Titus' house. A banquet set out.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, banquet. Poom setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "So, go, now sit; and look you eat no more
Than will preserve just so much strenght in us.
"
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Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act IV,
Scene I.
a. The same. Before Tltug' house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance to
Titus' house.
c. Text: "This sandy plot is plain; guide, if
thou cans '
t
This after me when I ^^rlte tw name,
Without the help of any hand at all."
"Marcus, loolt to ray house:
Lucius, and I»ll go brave it at the court.*
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A room in the palace.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, room setting.
Curtains open; both proscenium doors used for
opposite entrances.
c. Text: "Then sit we down, and let us all consult."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A public place.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Come, Marcus, come-
Kinamen this is the way."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV,
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a* The same. Before the palace.
b. Same as scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Act V.
Scene I.
a. Plains near Pome.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text:"Qet me a ladder. .Lucius, save the child."
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene II.
a. Borne. Before Titus* house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door used for entrance
to Titus* house. Window over the proscenium door
used by Titus.
c. Text: "Who dith molest my contemplation?
Is it your tricky to make me ope the door?"
Action on Outer Stage .
and Balcony .
Scene III.
a. The same. A pavilion, with tablesetc.
b. Properties mentioned: chairs, and banquet
prepared^-room setting. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: "Please you, therefore, draw nigh, and
take your places....

Welcome, my gracioua lord; welcome, dred Queen..
Although the cheer be poor,
»Twlll fill your stomachs: please you eat of It,"
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Note: fifteen scenes.
This play is divided into acts, but not into scenes.
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TROILUS AND ORESSIDA.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Troy, Before Prlans's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtaing
cloged; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: "Why should I war without the walls of Troy,
That find such cruel battle here within,
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. The same. A street,
b. No properties mentioned. Same as scenel.
c. Text: "Who were those went by?"
"And whither go they?"
"Up to the eastern tower.
"
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene III,
a. The Grecian camp. Before Agamemnon's tent.
b. Properties mentioned: tent. Curtains open;
proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "What would you 'fore our tent?
Is this great Agamemnon's tent, I pray you?"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage ,
Act II,
Scene I.
a. Another part of the same.
b. Same 33 act I, scene III,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage *
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Scene II.
a. Troy. A room in Priam's palace,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Ciirtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III,
a. The Grecian camp. Before Archille's tent,
b. Properties mentioned- tent. Same as act I, scene III.
c. Text: "Who* 3 there? Thersites? Good Thersites,
come in and rail." "Where is Archilles?"
"Within his tent; but ill disposed ray lord,"
"We saw him at the opening of his tent."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Troy. A room in Priam's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "They're come •'^om fieldrlet us to Priam's hall."
To greet the warriors."
Action on Outer Stage ,
Scene II.
a. The same, Pandarus' orchard.
b. Properties mentioned: orchard. Curtains open;
proscenium doors open,
c. Text: "Walk here 1' th' orchard."
Action on Inner^Outer Stage .
Scene III.
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a. The Oreolan camp,
to. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
used, for entrance to Archllle'a tent; proscenium
doors opei^,
c. Text: • Archllles stands i* th* entrance of his tent."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene I.
a Troy. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors used for opposite
entrances of Aeneas and Paris.
o. Text:*Se, ho! Who is that there?"
Action on Outer Stage *
Scene II.
a. The same. Court of Pandarus' house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: room setting.
Curtains open; progceniun doors closed.
c. Text: "Then, sweet my lord, I'll call mine uncle down;
He shall unbolt the gates."
"Who* 3 that at the door?"
"My lord, come you again into my chamber."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The ssjne. Before Pandarus' house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; one proscenium door for Pandarus' house.
c. Text: "Walk into the house."
"Please you, walk in, ray lords."
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Action on Outer Stage *
Scene IV.
a* THe same. A room in Panrtarus* house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: a room setting.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed,
o. Text: From scene III. Trollus is commanded to
enter the house.
Action on Inner~Outer Stage.
Scene V.
a. The Grecian camp. Lists set out,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
o. Text: no references.
Action on ^ute^ Stage.
Act V.
Scene I.
a. The Orecian camp. Before Archllles' tent.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. One proscenium
door for Archllles tent, the other for Oachas' tent
of scene II. Curtains closed.
c. Text: ••Come, come, Thersitea, help to trim my tent;
This night in banqueting must all be spent."
"No, yonder *tis;
There, where we shall see the lights..."
"Come, come; enter ray tent."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. Before Cachas' tent.
b. Same as scene I.
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c. Text: Scene !• "Follo^v his torch, he goes
To cachas* tent,"
"Ifhat , are you up here, ho? Speak. Who calls?"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. Troy. Before Prlara'a palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Unarm, unarm, and do not fight today."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scenes IV-ti,
a. BetxTeen Troy and the Grecian camp.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Note: twenty-five scenes.
This play is not divided into acts and scenes
in 162Z folio.
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TWELFTH NIGHT.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. An appartment in the laike's palace.
b. No properties mentioned; neef^.ed: chairs.
Curtains open: proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The sea-coast.
b. No properties mentioned: none needed. Curtains
closed: proscenium doors open.
c. Text no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Olivia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: bench, table,
chairs or stools. Curtains open; proscenium doors
closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-outer ^tage.
Scene IV.
a. A room in the DuXe*s palace.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
scene III.
c. Text: no references.
Action Inner-Outer Statue.
Scene V.
a. A room in Olivia's house.
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b. No properties mentloneri-: needed: osme as In
scene III.
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Inner-Outer stage *
Act II.
Scene I.
a. The sea-coast.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
drawn; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
dravm; proscenium doors open.
c. Text: "Malvolio. Were you not even now -^ith
the Coxmtess Olivia? Viola. Even now, sir, on
a moderate pace I have since arrived but
hither.
"
Action on Outside Stage .
Scene III.
a. A room in Olivia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act I , scene III.
c. Text: devoid of re-^erences.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. A room in the Duke's palace.
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b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs.
Curtains open; prosceniw-i doers closed,
c. # Text: no references, but curtains closed
at exit of clown. Remainder of scene between
Duke and Viola on outer stage. A conversational
scene. #
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
and Outer stage .
Scene V.
a. Olivia's garden.
b. Properties mentioned: boxtree and walk.
Curtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text : "Maria. Get ye all three into the box-
tree. Malvolio's coming down this walk: he
has been yonder in the sun practising behavior
to his own shadow."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Olivia's garden.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: same as in
act III, scene V.
# THOPNDIKE, ASHLEY H. "Shakespeare's Theatre."
The MacMiilan Co. 1916, P. 107, "When there was a
succession of scenes requiring properties, the curtains
were closed before the end of a scene to permit a shift."
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c. Text of act III, acenell refers back to
act III scene I, "Sir Andrew. Mary, I saw
your niece dc more favors to the Ccimt'a
serving-man than ever she bestowed upon me;
I saw't 1* the orchard,"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room in Olivia* o house.
b. Ko properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; actors enter by one proscenium door.
Conversational scene.
c. Text: "Sir Andrew. No, faith. I'll not stay
a jot longer.
"
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene IV.
a. Olivia's garden.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: trees to
represent orchard. Curtains open.
c. Text: "Sir Toby. Thy Intercepter, full of
despite, bloody as a hunter, attends thee
at the orchard-end.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage *
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Act IV.
Seen© I
•
a. The gtreet before Olivia's houae.
b. No properties raenticned; none needed.
c. Text: "Sir Toby. Hold, sir, or I'll throw
your dagger o'er the house."
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. A room In Olivia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed. Traverse
curtain used to hide Malvolio.
o. Text: "Ualvolio.-they have laid me here in
hideous darkness. I say this hovise is as
dark as ignorance."
Action on Inner-Outer Stage *
Scene III.
a. Olivia's garden.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed. Conversational
scene.
c. Text: "Sebastian. This is the air; that is the
glorious sun... But her the lady comes... Now
go with me and with this holy man into the
chantry by.
"
Action on Outer stage .
ActV.
Scene I.
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a. The gtreet before Olivia's house.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenim doors closed.
c. Text: "First officier. Here in the streets,
desperate of shame and state, in private
babble did v/e apprehend him. *
AO tion on Outer Stage .
Note: Eighteen scenes.
This play, in the folio of 1623, is divided
into acts and scenes.
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THE WINTER'S TALE.
Act I.
Scene I.
a. Slcilia. An antichamber In Leontes* palace,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtain^
closed; proscenium doors closed,
c. Text: devoid of references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene II.
a. The same, A room of state in the palace,
b. No properties mentioned; needed chairs, table.
C\irtains open, proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act II,
Scene I.
a. Sicilia, The palace.
b. No properties mentioned: needed: same as in
act I, scene II. Curtains open; prosceniiim
doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on l^nner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. Outer room of prison,
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
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c. Text: "Paulina. The keeper of the prison,
call to hin» . . Prey you then conduct me to the
Queen... Ooaler. I may not madaia. •»
^
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A room in the palace.
b. No properties mentioned: needed; same as in
act I, scene II. Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Act III.
Scene I.
a. Sicilia. A street.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenixan doors open.
c. Text: "Cleomenes. The climate's delicate, the
air most sweet.
Fertile the isle, the temple much surpassing
The common praise it bears."
Action on Outer Stage.
Scene II.
a. The same. A court of Justice.
b. No properties mentioned; needed: chairs, tables.
) Cijirtains open; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: "Officer. It is his highness' pleasure
that the Queen appear in person here in court.
"
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
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Scene III.
a. Bohemia. A desert country near the sea.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenlxam doors open.
c. Text: "Antigonus. Thou art perfect, then, our
ship hath touched upon ...The desarts of
Bohemia? Mariner. Ay, ny lord; and fear we have
landed in ill time: the skies look grimly and
threaten present bliisters."
Action on Outer Stage .
Act IV.
Scene !•
a, Bohemia. A room in the palace of Polixenes.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed.
Text: no references.
Action on Inner-Outer Stage .
Scene II.
a. The same. A road near the shepherd's cottage.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; doers open.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
Scene III.
a. The same. A lavm before the shepherd's cottage.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenium doors closed.
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer Stage .
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Act V.
Scene I.
a. Slcllia. A room in the palace of Leontea.
b. No properties mentioned; needed, same as in
act I, scene II, Curtains open; proscenium
doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on J^rmer-Outer Stage ,
Scene II,
a. The same. Before the palace.
b. No properties mentioned; none needed. Curtains
closed; proscenim doors closed,
c. Text: no references.
Action on Outer stage .
Scene III,
a. The same, A chapel in Paulina's house.
b. No properties mentioned; needed chairs. Curtains
open; proscenium doors closed, Traver3e curtain
disclosing Herraione as a statue.
c. Text: "Paulina, ...but these your contracted
Heirs of your kingdoms, my poor house to visit,..
But here it is: prepare
To see the life as lively mock'd as ever.
Still sleep mock'd death: behold! (traverse)
and say ' tis well.
"
Action on Inner- Outer Stage .
Note: Fifteen scenes.
This play, in the folio of 1623, was divided
into acts and scenes.
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